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FREFACE
I conductinE the iiaticn's rrcgram of scient-ific investigations in.
space, the ,lational Aeronautics and S pace Administration_ seeks the
rarticiration of the most corrretent scientists and tries to conduct the
investigations which will contribute the most to the advancement of our
scientific knowledge. This is the fourth in a series of,ennourcemerts
designed to inform the scientific community of the c prcrt •inities for
manned and unmanned flight rissicns. The crrcr-uunities misted in this
docizient are necessarily tentative and are subiect to chance for scientific,
technological or fiscal reasons. Copies of this announcer:.ent are sent
to an extensive list of potential investigators in universities, industry,
:iASA field centers, and other Eovernment a€encies. The announcement
is also distributed to scientists in other countries both directly and
through their natior_Pl Brace organizations.
_interested scier.: sts may prorose:
1. Investiratiors to be conducted on one of the flight missions
planned for the near future which are described in this announcement.
2. ?nvestigations which would re quire missions rot specifically
planned.
3. DesiEn studies for future scientific investigations.
Proposals for scientific investigations will be first evaluated for
their scientific merit and technolorical feasibilit_ r . Proposals will be
considered for the specific missions for which they were subritted.
Investigators are advised to subr::it separate or updated proposals for
each mission for which they wish to be considered. Proposals which
would re quire new missions will be considered in the pianninE of new
missions and in the selection of investigations for aprro priate missions.
Proposals for desi gn studies will be evaluated in terms of their potential
contribution to the scientific program.
The introductory section, following the Table of Contents, contains
information and instructions which s}. -uld be carefully reviewed by
anyone intending to submit a prcrosel.
Homer L. newel'
Associate A(Iministrator for
Space Science and Arolications
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Basis For Sz .ection Of Flight &.periments
For guidance and bacIsground information in connection with the prepara-
tion of proposals, the following sections are quoted from NASA Manage-
ment Instrraction No. ?100.1 on "Con-duct of Space Science Program."
"Proposed, flight investigations will be reviewed and evaluated from the
scientific vievrpoint on the following basis:
1. The scientif_ c merit of the investigation, including both the
desirability of the investigation within the discipline to which it
pertains and the probability of acquiring positive scientific results.
(Aay investigation mist require the use of space techniques to be con-
sidered for space flight).
2. The competence and experience of the investigator as an indica-
tion of his ability to carry his investigation to a successful conclu-
sion.
3. The reputatica and interest of the investigator's institution,
especially from the point of v' ew of whether the institution will pro-
vide hecessary support to ensure that the investigation can be completed
satisfactorily.
4. The scientific: adequacy of whatever apparatus is proposed,
particularly whether it can supply the data needed."
Generally, proposals for scientific experiments will be first and fore-
most evaluated for -(heir scientific merit and technological feasibilit-y.
it is well recogni'ed that ,experiments in space involve complex technologi-
cal support. In the assignment of the various experiments to be carried
out an an individual mission, these experiments are usually grouped so
that correlated measurements may be made on a single flight. In the same
context, the Explorer Project sometimes optimizes such a grouping by
allowing several experiments to be carried out by a single institution.
In selecting investigations to be conducted on a specific mission the
fallowing procedure (again quoted from Ohl: 7100.1) is used:
"All proposed investigations will be grouped in terms of their value to
the NASA Space Science Program in one of tae categories indicated be-law:
Category 1: Well-conceived and scienti-fically-sound investigations
pertinent to the goal s of the scientific: program and the objectives of
the particular mission, and offered by a campetent investigator Prom
an institution capable of F.-,:pplying the necessary support to ensure
iii
that satisfactory flight hardware can be delivered on time and that the
data can be pro.-- rly reduced, analyzed, interpreted, and published in
a reasonable timt after a successful launch.
Category II: Well-conceived and scientifically-sound investigations which
are recommended for flight, but at a lower priority than Category I.
Category III: Scientifically-sound investigations which require further
developmp,nt of the associated experimental apparatus.
Category IV: Proposed investigations which are rejected for the particu-
lar mission under consideration."
Scientific investigations involving experimental research in space often
may be satisfactorily undertaker. by mounting instruments on one of
several flight missions. A good proposal submitted for a given mission
may be assigned to a flight mission other than that proposed: (1) because
of scientific or technological reasons, (2) because space is not available
on the mission for which the investigation was proposed, or (3) because
the proposal was received at a time when a satisfactory flight mission
was not available. Ir a number of cases, a flight mission using non-
orbiting vehicles such as balloons or rockets may be prescribed.
Responsibilities of the Principal Investigator
The foil,	 information is quoted from =Sa Management Instruction No. 7100.1
concerning the responsibilities of the Principal Investigator:
Role of the Principal Investigator
1. In addition to normal contractual responsibilities.,-the
Principal Investigator is responsible for_:
a. Defining the investigation and the functional require-
ments for t,ie instrumentation to be employed.
b. Ensuringthat an adequate research program is conducted
to minimize the possibility of ambiguous interpretation
of the data.
c. Organizing the efforts of, assigning tasks to, and
guiding other members of his team of investigators.
d. Timely processing, analysis and publication of investi-
gation results and findings.
iv
2. Upon his selection to participate in a flight, a Pzincipal
investigator becomes a member of the project team eLid is
normally responsible to the Project Manager fcr.
a. Developing and emstructing the instrumentation for the
investigation on a basis compatible with approved schedules
and consistent with optimum project cost effectiveness.
b. Ensuring that the design and construction of the instru-
mentation, its development and test program are appropriate
to the ob jectives of the investigation, and reflect
properly the _:nvironmental and interface constraints under
Which the instrumentation must operate.
c. Ensuring that adequate calibrations are made through the
entire data acquisition and transmission system if necessary.
d. Ensuring that plans are made and implemented to process,
analyze and report on the results of the investigation.
F_ Participating in the operational phase of the mission as
may be repaired.
Proposal Preparation
At least one copy of the proposal should be clear black on vhite, of a
quality suitable for reproduction. Proposals should be written and
submitted in two parts -- a technical section (30 copies) and a manage-
ment section (15 copies) . Each proposal intended for a specific mission
shoo .? _onslicums.l~y identi3_r the particular flight mission for Which the
ex^ :r next is reposed and the person listed in tyLe 'Technical Contact"
col,_^r of the "Schedule of Flights and Proposal Deadlines." Proposals
should bF en.iorsed }y- an official authorized to couunit the proposing
organization. No rigid proposal format is prescribed for unmanned flight
experiments, but proposals should be specific and cover points suggested
here.
Proposals for experiments on manned spacecraft should cover the points
suggested here and follow Form LIT, a, b, and c included in the rear
of this book.
Identify Information
A descriptive short title of the experiment, the name of the organization,
and the date of preparation or submission.
Abstract or Smeary
A single, concise statement about the investigation, how it will be
conducted, and expected results.
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Teci -+ical Section
Strive to Keep the technical section less than ten pages. The time and
concentration an evaluator can devote to a proposal is inversely pro-
portional to its length. The technical section should include, as a
minirmm
1. Statement of Objectives and Major Requirements.
(A description of the scientific goals to be attained by the in-
vestigation, spe.:ifying the orbit required and indicating the effect
of deviations from the required orbit on the attainment of the experi-
mental objectives. Unique constrains which the investigation may
place an other instruments in the spacecraft and any unique require-
ments of the investigation itself.)
2. Background Discussion.
(Discussion of related information on which the investigation is
based and which demonstrates the need for the investigation.)
3. Techniques and Instruments to be Employed or Developed.
(A detailed description of the investigation and the instrumenta-
tion associated therewith. Present state of development of the instru-
mentation for the investigation including previously obtained test, or
experimental data.)
4. 2hysical Characteristics of fag4^ and State of the Art.
a. Weight, volume, and shape with tolerauces.
(Note that bogs, power converters, balancing booms, and/or
weight may be chargeable to the investigator.)
b. Power profile in all operating, nan-op °rating, and possible
failure modes.
c. Teleme,,.-y requirements.
d. Desired data acquisition duty cycle.
e. Salient characteristics of the experizent necessary to judge its
scientific merit such as : Geometric factor, dyramic i.ange, the lower
limit of sensitivity, time resolution and telemetry bit rate require-
ments (give acceptable limits), and anticipated background rates.
f. Expected susceptiblity of the flight package to radio frequency
and magnetic interference and, in tug., its tendency to produce RFI and
magnetic interference.
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5. C+:her Requirements for the Iavestigatica.
a. List of essential or desirable supporting experiments.
b. Other special reTL cements such as:
,1) Itta storage betjeea periods of data readout.
;
2) Preferred location on the vehicle.
3 Preferred v:.eFring direction.
'4) Spacecraft openings desired.
5) Isolation ueeded.
6) Temperature environment.
A
7 Readout methods desired.
8 Operation program.
6. Results Expected.
(While it may not be possible to anticipate in detail the nature
of the results to be obtained; sane general indication should be
attempted.)
7. Data Reduction & An IZ-sis.
Estimate of time required by the Principal Investigator .o analyze anmd
evaluate the data frcea la—i s investigation. General. estimate of 	 and
effort to be expended, and whether manual or automatic methods will be
used. Plan for reduction of data to scientific format and p3-cposed format
in which data will be returned to the National Sbace Science Data Center.
Management Section.
1. Work Plan
a. Details of the management plan for the work, including proposed
functions of the Principal Investigator and his %dentity.
b. The names and aldresses of the Co-Investigators.
c. The names, titles, and experie.-.ce resumes of key scientific,
engineering, and business management personnel.
d. Performance schedule for the broposed tasks. Time when certain
sLecific phases of the work are expected to be coLVleted,
iuc,Ludi g preliminary investigations.
2. Cost Proposal (U.S. Investip,atcrs only)
a. A Cost Proposal (indi.catiag leadtimes) and patterned closely
fter the auuL line should be included as part of the ma:agement
section
vii
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(i) Sepexate categories of Direct Labor, giving hours or man/
months and rate per hour. Mere ehould be included (1) ►hat
the personnel involved will do and when it is to be done,
(2) actua.7. salaries of all people who would be working ca
-the project, and (3) specific notation of the fraction of
time to be devoted by part-tine personnel.
(2) Overhead. (Rate in percent)
(3) Bill of Materials including estimated cost of each
particular.
(4) Subcontracts. List those over $25,0,00 and specify the
vendor and basis for estimated costs.
(5) A list of Special E_cVi_ m^ ,ent its proposed use, and estimated
cost.
(6) Travel. Number of trips; destinatione, duration, purpose,
number of people involved.,, and forecast date of travel.
(7) Data Reduction & Analysis. Give plans for type and amount
of data r.educ'Gion end analysis and estimate3 cost. The plan
should provide for reduction of all acquired data to a
format .,.ci table for analysis by other investigators and for
rety n of reduced data to the National. Space Science Data
Center.
(8) Other items. E^cplain similar to the ;,x-,ove.
(9) Give Total D. xect Costs (sum. of all the above) .
Add mate of General and Ad- laistrative Costs and give
Total Estimated Cost.	 a
b. A quarterly spending curve should also be included, to ': wuxe
proper x)mding throughout the contract
Frouosal SubnIssion
Proposals from domestic sources in universities, industries, and government
installations other than NASA. field centers should be mailed to:
Director, Office of Grants & Research Contracts
Code °C
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 2o546
viii
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with a request that 25 copies of the 'technical section and 10 copies of
the management section be forwarded to the appropriate technical contact.
Proposals from NASA field centers should be -ailed to:
Office of Space Science and applications_
Attentions (Appropriate Technical Contact,
as given in the Schedule cf Flights and
Proposal Deadlines)
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546
Proposals from foreign source;. should be submitted through your
offickl national space or scientific organization to:
Office of International Affairs
Code AI
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546
Preparation and Distribution, of this Document
This document was assembled, edited, and coordinated b^ the Physics and
Astronomy Programs, Headquarterz, NASA. Commuricatiors concerning its
contents and distribution should therefore be Fddressed tc:
Physics and Astronomy Programs
Cod(_ SC
Office of Space Science and Applications
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Washington, r).C. 20546
These general announceme=nts of opportunities	 c being issued on a semi-
annual basis. Each investigator should notify the Office of Space Science
and Applications as soon as -o..:ible of his intention to seek participation
in a particular flight mission so that he may be notified of any changes
in scheduling or mission characteristics. These changea will not be
iss,i-d as general announcements. Conies of these notifications sent
from investigators ouside the U. S. should be directed to the Office of
In_terna`.ional Affairs.
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SCHEDULE OF FLIGHTS
DUE rZIG
	
DATE FLMBTLL
PROPOSAL	 PROT1'1,27YPE	 UTTM RE-	 YEAP. OF
PROJECT	 MSSSIO_r DF^S.I:VE	 REQUIRr	 QED	 FLICffi'
ISIS	 B	 1 Jan 66	 ---	 ---	 1968
Unscheduled
Explorers
	 ---	 1 Jul 662	---	 ---	 Oren
O.SO G i Jan 66 Jul 1967	 Jan 1	 8 1
-- A-B 15 Sep	 5 Sept 1967	 J:	 Nov 68 1-
C 1 Jun 66 Sept 1968	 Nov 196,0 1971
AOSO D 1 Jun 6`7 Sept 1269	 Nov 3-970 1972
E-A 8 Oct 65 1 Jan 67	 1 May 67 19
Surveyor 0-Q 12 Nov 65
-
1 Sept 67	 1 Jan 68
-	 -
1969
Lunar Orbiter
Selenodesy
Progr^^ A-E 1, Sep 65 , ---	 --- _?966_
15 Aug	 5. ---	 --- 19TL
Vajager Ma r$ 71 -- 19 Nov 654 ---	 --- - --
^.ttcu5	 ---	 open
	 ---	 ---	 ---
3	 1-by 65
	
Apr 66 Dec 66 1,067
-Nirbt:r D	 Jul 66	 Jul 67 Apr 6E) ? o
Proposal req'd
_
Sounding Rockets ---	 12 months	 --- --- Open
and Balloons
-
before launch
— Proposal reY'd
X-15 Research ---	 12 meths	 --- --- Open
A rp?^e before la-mch
COnNm.:Lr 9?0 Be-
search Aane ---	 Opera	 --- --- Open
Apollo Earth- Wo years	 Est. 12 mos . Est. 6 mos
Orbital ALI	 bz°ore launch before launch before launch 1966-69
Extended
Apollo Manned ---	 1 Jab 66	 --- --- 1969
Earth -Orb ita?
Apollo Manned Third, Before
Lamar Landes or later	 1 Jan 56	 --- --- 1,070
Extended
1
Apollo Manned ---	 1 Jan 66	 --- --- 1969-72
Lug Orbital
Extended
Apollo Aa meld ---	 1 Jan 66	 --- --- 1970-72
Linz-r SurTace
tries contained in these ' colunms are for planning purposes only.
Specific hardware delivery dates will be arranged between the project
mEmagement, and the principal investigator.
2A,tnin.istrative deadline to facilitate review. Proposals received after
this date will be con--idered in a later review.
X
AND PROPOSAL DEADLINES
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS	 TSCNICAL
APOGEE PERIGEE — INCLIN.
	
LI MDE
	 CaVMCT
-§,OOKm	 1000Km	 300	 12 mas	 Mr. R. Miller, Code SG
---	 ---	 --	 ---	 Mr. M.J. Aucrem=e Cone SG
33u or
00-55Km (ci"c)	 Polar	 6 mos	 Mr. R.E. Halpern, Code SG
Polar
612 hu(circnlar) (rPtro) 12 mos Mr. D. L. Forsythe, Code SG
Lunar Scft Landing 17 earth Mr. S. E. Dw*ornik,
it	 If11
nays, max. Code SL
5ORR	 -IZE 141J Er. M. J. Swetnick
(apolune) (peril	 e) (lunar) 12 mos Code M
- -	 --- -- --- Dr. R. F. Fellows,
---	 --- -- --- Code SL
---	 --- -- --- Mr. M.L. Garbacz, Code SET
1710 to 1390 Km 0 Dr. R. L. Haley,
(circulw) (retro) to 12 mm Code SFE
	
---	 ---	 --	 ---	 Mr. J. R. Holtz,
Code SG
	
---	 --	 --	 ---	 Mr. E. J. Ott,
Code SG
	
---	 ---	 --	 ---	 Mr. M. Dubin,
Code SG
	
---	 ---	 --	 ---	 Dr. J. R. Gill,	 —
Code SM
	
---	 ---	 --	 ---	 Dr. P. C. Badgley,
Code S14
	
---	 ---	 --	 ---	 Kc. E. M. Davin,
Code SM
	
--	 ---	 --	 ---	 Dr. P. C. Baagl•ey,
Co,'. a SM
	
---	 ---	 --	 ---	 Dr. R. J. Allenby,
Code M4
3
In preli minary form.
4
Complete and in final form.
3
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Procedures for Proposing, Selecting and ?luring 7oreigr:
cxreriments on i:A3A Aircraft anC Spacecraft
If a scientist from outside the United States desires to submit an experi-
ment proposal for AiASA's review, it should be sent first to the official
national space research organization in the scientist's country (or a
regional space research organizations. This organization will then forward
the proposal to :+ALA where it will go throuCh the same evaluation and
selection process as a. U.S.-originated proposal.
Should the exre-riment be selected for flight, ;iASA would exrect to arrange
for its inclusion on a no-exchange-of-funds basis p ith the sponsorin;7
rational or regional space research organization. The arranFemer_ts for
t:-is are for N;'SA and tre sponscrin€ organization to bear the cos; .,f dis-
charging their respective res ponsibilities, with the sponsoring organization.
normally being responsible for building, testing, and evaluating the
exreriment, for following it through :o countdown, for transferring data
tares to the country in question, for further reducing the data, and for
aralyzinr it. The organization would also provide travel'_ and transportation
expenses for the rersonnel and eauirment for which it is resronsible.
TTASA would be responsible for rrovidinF acce ptance testin£ of the flight
exrerinent, qualification testing of a rretetvre, integrating the enuipment
into the spacecraft, testinE and evaluating the inte€rated spacecraft,
laun ching- the spacecraft, ac quiring,
 data, accrmrlishi_1F prelirinary data
reduction, and bearing the cost for the travel and transportation charges
	 a
for the rerson el and eauirment for whici. it -.s responsible.
Any inquiries concerting this procedure should be directed to:
Office cf i nt ernRti onal Af `'a= rs , Code AI
National  Aeronautics and Sr_ace Adninistratwon
Washington., r.C, 20;46
1
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ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
Int_ oduction
The Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) Program will conduct experiments in
solar physics, astronomy and geophysics from a stabilized platform above
the earth's atmosphere. Preference in selection of experiments will be
given to investigations which detect and measure electromagnetic radia-
tions from the sun. The OSO Program consists of eight planned launches.
On March ?, 1962 OSO-I was successfully launched from Cape Canaveral
into a 300 nautical mile circular orbit. Over 2,000 hours of data on
solar phenomena have been collected from this satellite. On February 3,
1965 OSO-II was successfully launched from Cape Kennedy and continues to
transmit data as of this date.
Payloads for OSO-C, -D, -r and -F have been selected. Proposals for
OSO-G and -H, to be flown in 1968 and 1969, respectively, are currently
being considered.
In the current series, OSO will be placed into a circular orbit of
300 ±30 nautical miles (550 ±55 km) altitude and about 33 degrees
inclination with a. period of about 95 minutes. A study is underway to
ascertain the feasibility A placing later OSO missions into a retro-
grade polar orbit of 300 NO nautical miles (550 ±55 km) in order to
take advaLCage of full sunlight. Therefore, experiment proposals
utilizing a polar orbit will be considered for OSO-G and -H. Design
Life of OSO is nominally six months.
Nominal lead time for delivery of prototype experiments for integration
is one year prior to launch date. Flight experiments are expected to
follow approximately six months later. .:pacific daises for delivery will
be discussed at the time of selection of expo-im:;nts for a given mission.
Spacecraft Description
The Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) is a standardized 500 pound 1226 kg)
spacecraft designed primarily as a stabilized platform for solar
oriented scientific instruments. The spacecraft has two main sections.
The lower wheel-like structure is composed of nine wedge-shaped compart-
ments. Five of these compartments are available for scientific instru-
ments; the other four are used to house some of the electronic controls,
batteries, and all the telemetry system, radio command system, and in-
flight data storage systeL. Three spheres on extended arms store
nitrogen for the spin control system. Two of these arms also act as
radiating antennae. The wheel section rotates to provide gyroscopic
stability.
The semi-cirCLLlar sail section mounted above the wheel carries instru-
ment packages which are pointed toward the center of the solar disc
with nominal accuracy of 460 seconds of arc. The wheel section spin
rate is maintained at 30 ±l!
 rpm by gas jets on the three arms.
Payload Environment
Space is available in the sail section of the satellite for instruments
which must point directly at the sun. The accuracy of this pointing is
nominally NO seconds of arc; however, OSO-II is currently achieving an
accuracy of better than 30 seconds of arc. The pointing compartment is
8" x 8" x 36" (20 x 20 x 91 cm) and can carry approximately 100 pounds
( 45 kg) of ^quipment. On the OSO missions for which experiments have
thus far been selected, this compartment has been split into two pack-
ages, each 4" x 8" x 36" (10 x 20 x 91 cm). A scan capability with a
resolution of 1 arc minute can be made available for these pointed
experiments. The scan is a square raster pattern 40 minutes of arc on
a side, centered on the maxinaim intensity of the solar disc.
Five wedge-shaped sections are available in the wheel for the instru-
ments. Each wed-e section has a volume of approximately 1,000 cubic
inches A 450 -11 ) and can carry up to 30 pounds (13.6 kg) of equipment.
Each section rotates across a sun vector every tvo seconds. It is
feasible to removo the structural member separating two adjoining wedge
sections, thus doubling the availability of space for a given instrument.
Thermal control of OSO is accomplished passively by the use of surfaces
on the spacecraft with well controlled optical properties. The rim
panels of the spacecraft receive passive solar energy throughout the
observatory day as do the front of the pointed instruments and the solar
cells mounted on the -ipper sail section. The outer surfaces of the
spacecraft also receive heat enemy from the sunlight reflected from the
earth and from internal heat sources. During observatory night, the
entire spacecraft receives no solar heat but is maintained at a
relatively warm operating temperature by the low emissi-ity of the outer
surfaces. Instruments within the wheel compartment should be capable of
operating between OR to +20 0C. The deviation from the equilibrium
temperature reached can be expected to be 13 0 from night to day.
Measured results from the OSO-I indicate that the internal temperature
of a pointed instrument can be maintained in a region of Oo
 to t100C.
Throughout the launch and injection phases of the operation, the payload
experiences severe static and dynamic accelerations. The static
acceleration from the three stages of the boost reaches a maximum of
12g along longitudinal axis and 3g along the latera3 axis. The dynamic
acceleration or vibration introduced is a maxims ,a during test-iag of 259
peak to peak in the region of 75 -125 cycles per second directed along
the longitudinal or spin axis of the spacecraft and, correspondingly,
lOg peak to peak in a region of 20-80 cycles per second directed along
4
the lateral axis. In addition to the boost acceleration, the spin of
the entire spacecraft introduces the centrifugal force to all instru-
ments according to the radial mass distribution. Power is supplied to
the spacecraft through the solar cell array mounted on the sail. During
the satellite night, nickel-cadmium batteries are used to supply power
*Then necessary. .Approximately 11. watts of unregulated power are
available for the entire experiment payload.
Laanch Phase
The OSO spacecraft will be placed into orbit by a 3-stage Delta launch
veh'.cle from the Eastern Test Range (ETR), Cape Kennedy, Florida.
Following the launch of OSO-C in 1965, OSO's will be launched approxi-
mately every nine months.
if it is decided to place the OSO-G and - y into a retrograde polar
orbit, launch will take place on an improved Delta from the Western
Test Range (WTR), Var_denburg Air Force Base, California. Launch of
OSO-G and -H will take place in 1968 and 1969, respectively.
Stabilization.
The Orbiting Solar Observatories are stabilized in the pitch and yaw
axis only. Motion about the roll axis of the spacecraft is uncontrolled
but this motion has been determined to be less than 1 degree per day.
Pitch and yaw of the spacecraft are controlled separately; pitch control
is an automatic feature capable of holding the spacecraft to within _+l
arc minute using an internally-held nitrogen gas supply. Control of
the fine instruments in the yaw plane are controlled by servo motors
which position the pointed instrwr^ents to within +1 arc minute of the
center of the solar disc. while there is no control around the roil
axis of the spacecraft, instruments on board enable e-tperirnenters to
determine the position of the satellite in roll at any giver point in
time. The axis of the instruments within the wheel section of the
spacecraft pass within 3 :minutes of the solar vector.
Power Supply
A solar cell array mounted on the sail section converts solar energy
into electrical power whenever the spacecraft is in sunlight. This
power is stored in nickel-cadmium batteries housed in the spinning
wheel to provide a nearly constant voltage when the spacecraft is in
darkness. Average power from the solar cell array is approximately 26
watts and approximately 11 watts of unregulated power are available for
the entire experiment payload.
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ADVANCED ORBITBiG SOD R OBSERVATORY
Introduction
The Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory (AOSO) will make cor.tinuous,
detailed, high-resolution studies of solar phenomena, in order to under-
stand the m_c-:.hanisms which cause -,heir occurrence. Instr=Fntatioa for
viewing the solar sperm rum in the gamma ray, X-ray, ultraviolet, visible
and infrared regions will be developed as a part of this program.
Scientific instrumentation for the initial AOSO missions is currently
under development. Proposals for instrumentation of an AOSO to be flown
in 1969-70 are being considered. The tentative deadline for these
Proposals is 15 September 1965. Indivicb.Lals planning ;o propose are
encouraged to co= 1 Ucawe with the AOSO Program Manager prior to
submission. Planned orbit, will by
 polar retrograde at an altitude of
330 nautical miles (612 km) with a period of about 9; minutes. A retro-
grade orbit will be employed to obtain the maxi=m possible length of
time in full sunlight operation. Operational life goal is one year.
The following is a compilation
potential, experimenter3 on the
In a'.1 cases the best current
is ;+, ill under development. A
inc-ea.ses, improvements will b
will oe nozuied as proaq?t+y a
of information particularly useful. for
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory (AOSO).
imformaticu is given since the spacecraft
s the infonmticn on this satellite
e made; when this happens experimenters
s possible.
Spacecraft Body
The AOSO spacecraft consists of a cylindrically sb,aped housing 120 inches
(3.048.m) long and a diameter of 55 inches (1.4m), houslr2 the experinents
and the spacecraft support equipment. A rigid, hc-Uaw hexagonal
experiment support structure of aluminum honeycomb construction is
provided for ma-=bing the experiments. Eight solar paddles are attached
to the end of the cylinder, and face the sun to provide power to the
spacecraft. A Lotal observatory weight of 1200 pounds (54+.3kg) includes
250 pounds (113.44) of experiment instrumentation.
Payload Environment
(1.) Eiperiment volume:
Annular cross section: Oa44 inches (1.2.2m), ID=15 inches
(.36m), t-y about 100 inches (2.54m), along axis toward the
sun. Spacecraft components, such as the fine sun sensor
and the star tracker, must also be located within this
volume .
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(22 ) Vai ,_ t:
250 pounds (113.4, kg) maximum available for combined
experiments, associated electronics, supporting
structure and ballast.
X31 Vibration:
It is recommended that experi:ents be designed for a
rdnimum equivalent static lead factor of +25g in the
longit,.^nina_l direction, +2Og in the lateral direction
_sociat.ed with torsion of the support tube, and lOg
in any other lateral direction.
(4) Shock:
Shock loadings tests to sinulate launch environment
will be az follows:
Direction	 Amplitude Ti,-,;a Duration Waveform
Longitud inal 	1179	 11 MSEC
	
sine
axis
Late_a1/	 +69	 11 MSRC	 2 sine
`^ ansverse
(5) -iem-_>erature:
0° :;o 4O0C approximately isothermal and constant.
(6) Power Availab-le for Experiments:
Average power available to experimenters is 75 watts
while in sunlight. Peak power of 100 watts is avail-
-able twice per orbit for a period up to one minute
Each. Limi ted power wi ,' be available for the
experiments-during ai2u period the observatory is
occulted. The power suppl,-r voltage will be 28 + 8.0
volts/-4.j volts DC. Any Lnversion, con version_ or
closer regulation o-f phis power must be supplied by
the individual experimenters.
Launch Phase
Launch will be from the Western Test Range ( 1,M), Vander:eer9 Air Forcr^
Base, California, by _: Thrust Augmented Thor-Agena D vehicle. The
f_=-st launch is planned fir 1969 and one per year for the next three
years
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Stabilization and Control
A three-axis stabilization and control subsystem provides the following
three pointing modes for the experiments:
(1) Normal Orientation:
Normal orientation pointing accuracy to be within t 5 arc
seconds of the center of the sun v-i th a jitter of -`i arc
second maximum and a minimtmm jitter rate of 0.5 are
seconds per second of time.
(2) Offset Pointing:
Fine offset pointing with an accuracy of ±5 arc seconds
(with jitter and jit';er raise the same as fcr normal
orientation) to any position within a 40 arc minute
square centered on the sun.
(3) Raster Sra=ir
In thy. mode the optic-I axis of the observatory is made
to scan either of two patterns which are centered about
an offset point.
(a) One pattern is a 40 arc minute square. scanned by
120 lines spaced 20 arc seccnds apart (coarse scam).
The nominal scan velocity is 200 are seconds per
second of time.
(b) the other pattern is a 5 arc minute s quare, scanned
by 60 lines spaced 5 arc seconds apart (fine scan)-
lre fine scan can be accomrlisned or-L within }he
40 arc -mute square centered on the sun . Scan
patterns s:.all originate and termii.ate at an cfset
point. Two nominal seal: velocities are available;
one velocity of 100 Arc seconds per second of time
and the other of ;0 arc seconds pe g• second of time.
Power Supply
The power supply system provides -for the generation. storage, regulation
and conversion of the spacecraft eglipmen- requirements. It has a
capacity for the installaticn cf 43,OCO N on P silicon cells providing a.
tot&& power of 68^) k-atts. T^^o far y redundant. 20 zu,,rere-ho gs ni ci=el-
cadmitwi batter i cs are prcvided j'or :paunch load peaks aiid for orbital
eclipse p.•ericZs .
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Tracking
P^ior to -1.aunch. GSFC wi11 provide each experimenter with a world mar, of
subsatellite points at one minute of time intervals. The world map is
based upon calculations of the theoretically perfect orbit.
Communication ane. Data Handling
The communication and data handling subsystem design conversion will
consist of equipment that provides for the major functions of commands,
data •randli ng and Telenet,, . Summary of operating characteristics is as
foll(xrs :
( 1 ) Coma-nd :
Primary Commands:
Stored Ca:.mands :
Command Rate:
(2) Data Handl i r -
(a) narrow Band:
254 (total of 100 for experiments)
147
Up to 4/sec at intervals of 32 seconds
or coribir.ations thereof up to 1984
secondc
Bit Rate:
Encoding Accuracy:
Major Frame Period:
Ore Major Frame:
(b) Wide Band:
Bit Rate:
2ncoding Accuracy:
'Frame Period:
Data ,storage:
(c) Combined:
Bit Rate:
Word Length:
Y.ajor Frame Period:
Major Frame Length:
(3 ) kel e"-ry:
480 bits/sec
8 bits/word
32 seconds
1920 words
3840 bits/sec
Q bits
1 sec-nd
40x10 bits/tape recorder
(approximately)
4320 bits/F.ec
9 bits
32 seconds
480x32 words
(a) Command: PCM- ;NTRZ(c) FSK/AA./AM
yb) Na;: row Dan and Wide Band (F_ea1 Time) : Phi/ i(NRZ )
(c) Narrow Band and Wide Band (Recorder Playback): PCM/Fb.(NRZ)
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Obsen-story operational control will be available at prime data
acquisition stations and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).
Data procesoing and redaction will be done at QUC by the Space Data
Acquisition Divicion.
W,terials
Me GSFC will provid-- a list c-.' suitable materials for specific appli-
cations and will provide technical assistance to the experimenters.
For further information contact Mr. Dixon L. Forsythe, AOSO Program
Mar.;ger, Physics and Astronomy Programs; Office of Space Science and
ADi:iications, MSA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 20546.
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TABLE I - AOSO INSTRU=ATION
=R DEVELOPMENT
1. Title: 300;, to 1300A Normal. Incidence Scanning Spectrometer-
Spectroheliometer Suitable for an AOSO Spacecraft
Submitted b; : Han-ard College Observatory
Principal Investiator: L. Go'dberg
Co-Investigators: E. i•4. Reeves, W. H. Parkinson
2. Title: High Resolution. (5 are seconds) X-ray Telescope
Submitted by: Goddard Space Flight Center and
American Science & Engineering, Inc.
Principal Investigator: J. C. Lindsay
Co -lives tigator: R. Giacconi
3. Title: Design and Construction of White Light Coronagraph for AOSO
Submitted by: r1igh Altitude Observatory
Principal Lnvestigator: G. Newkirk, Jr.
Co-Investigator: J. A. Eddy
4. Title: Ultraviolet Spectroheliographs
Submitted by: Naval Research Laboratory
Principal Ir_jestigator: J. D. Purcell
Co-Investi.gators: R. Tousey, H. Friedman
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SURVEYOR
MISSIONS K THROUGH Q
A. Introduction
The Surveyor spacecraft is being developed to accomplish soft landings
on the Moon with instrumented payloads. On the lunar surface it will survey
various areas of interest as possible sites for manned laundings and provide
a wide variety of scientific data to improve our understanding of the nature
of the Moon. Landed Surveyors will serve as remote observation posts and
radio-controlled lunar laboratories; they will transmit to earth on-site
data such as high-resolution television pictures of the lunar terrain and
fine details of the surface texture, meastu-cne.nts of t'^Le surface hardness
and other physical and chemical properties, lunar seismic activity, the
micrometeorite environment near the surface, and other fundamental lunar
data. Some Surveyors will serve as beacons or site location markers for
Apollo operations.
Propcsals will be considered for experiments and Apollo support egkUp-
ment to be carried to the Moon on Surveyor Missions K-Q which are scheduled
to begin in mid-1968. The payloads for Surveyor Missions A-J scheduled for
the pe-iod of late 1965 through early 1968 have already been defined. Missions
A-D are eruineering flights to test the spacecraft system; they will carry
a survey television camera in addition to engineering instrumentation.
Operational Missions E-J w_Ll carry the experiments shown in Table 1.
Since a major objective of the &arveyor program is to provide information
essential to early manned lunar missions, ''m the selection of experiments
for Mi--si.ons K-Q particular consideration will be given to proposed scientific
experiments which will contribute new knowledge important to manned missions.
B. Proposals for Experiments
Scientific investigators are invited to:
1. Propose scientific experiments which will make use of the data
to be provided by basic fuxni.shed equipment, such as the spacecraft's
elevated imaging system, the performance of the spacecraft in landing,
etc. (See Section C for descriptions.)
2. Propose other scientific experiments (or Apollo support functions)
to be conducted with specific instrumentation or equipment suggested
by the proposer, such instrumentation or ecpaipment to be compatible
with the spacecraft constraints defined in Section D.
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3. A passive location aid to serve as a landing site
marker for Apollo is also being considered and
proposals for Wuch a device will be welcome.
Although primary consideration will be given to experiments to
be conducted on the lunar surface, it may be possible to
conduct selected experiments during the transit to the Moon
and during the landing.
C. Spacecraft Configuration
The basic Surveyor spacecraft is a three-legged structure
with thermally controlled compartments and equipment mounted
on the spaceframe (see Figure 1). The retr•o motor is housed
on the axis of the structure and the various sensing devices
and rressure vessels are fitted to the frame. At the broadest
point the spacecraft is approximately 105 inches (2.67 m.) in
diameter. The spacecraft injected weight is approximately
2450 pounds (1110 kg) and the dry-landed weight is approximate-
ly 760 pounds ( 344 kg) .
Three vernier propulsion units are located &t the corners of the
spaceframe and provide attitude control during retro firing as
well as final velocity control. Expected touchdown conditions
are within 15 fps (4.92 m/s) vertically and 5 fps (1.52 m/s)
horizontally. Shock absorbers in the landing gear and crushable
blocks under the spaceframe absorb the touchdown shock.
Figure 1 shows the spacecraft configuration as used on Missions
E-J. For Missions K-Q the spacecraft will carry an elevated
stereo imaging system and 75 pounds (34 kg) of additional space-
craft-mounted or deployable experiments. The stereo imaging
system will be a facimile -t5Te device capable of being elevated
to two positions, 30 and '0 feet (9,1 and 12.2 n.) above the
surface, to provide vertical-stereo panoramic scanning. This
system will be capable of (1) resolving objects 0.1 mm in size
aL. a distance of 3.5 meters, and will. have corresponding resolu-
tions at greater distances ( 2 ) obtaining colorometric and
polar•imetric data, and ^3) viewing some of the experiments. An
estimated total of at least 600 pictures will be taken as a part
of the normal mission operations.
Technical Considerations
All Surveyor spacecraft are expected to be launched and
guided to arrive on the lunar surface early in a lunar day.
The .m=ission life after arrival on the lunar surface will be limited
to the remainder of that lunar day, or a maximum of 14 earth days.
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1. Spacecraft Integration
Instruments or equipment proposed to be carried by the spacecraft
must be mounted on the space-frame. No booms or other deployment mecha-
nisms are available as part of the basic spacecraft system. The weight
of the Mounting brackets, booms, orientation mechanism and mounting hard-
ware must be included in the instrument-weight allocation. All experi-
ment packages must be limited to 30 pounds (13.6 kg) maximum weight.
Detailed coordination and integration activities with the spacecraft
engineering staff will be necessary to ensure that the instrument can be
effectively mounted to the spacecraft, determine the specific dynamic
loads upon the instrument, ensure that the spacecraft and payload center
of gravity is within allowable limits, evaluate the thermal balance be-
tween the spacecraft and instrument s
 and establish the electrical inter-
faces between the instrument anc the spacecraft. These activities are
necessary since the Surveyor missions require a high degree of integration
between the payload and the spacecraft.
2. Vibration and Acceleration
The spacecraft will be subjected to a static acceleration of 5.9 F
during the boost phase and to the mechanical vibrations shown in Table 2.
The accelerations (combination_ of steady state acceleration and super-
imposed vibration) described are input accelerations to the base of the
Surveyor spacecraft. The amplification of these accelerations that
experiments mounted at different stations experience depends on the mass
of the instrument and its location on the spacecraft. (The amplification
factors vary from 4 to 10 for the Mission E-J spacecraft.'
3. Shock
Vayimum shock will occur during landing. Shock loads transmitted to
scientific instruments will not exceed 40 earth g's for equipment mounted
on the spacecraft frame and 70 earth g's for equipment mounted on the
landing-gear legs.
4. Temperature and pressure control
Temperature and pressure control will have to be provided for each
experiment. In general, each experiment will be exposed to thermal
radiation from the sun and the moon, and will radiate to space.
5. Launch Phese
The Surveyor spacecraft is launched intro a lunar-transfer trajectory
by the Atlas/Centaur booster. The spacecraft is thermally sealed within
a conical clamshell-type nose fairing atop the Centaur during the boost
phase. A typical transit profile is shown in Figure 2,
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6. Stabilization
a. Spacecraft Attitude Control
The Surveyor flight control system maintains the spacecraft
in a three-axis stabilized mode using the sun and the star,
Canopus, as optical references. Sun sensors and a Canopus
tracker provide ar ►gular position signals; three gyroscopes
provide angular rate signals. These position and rate
signals actuate a system of cold gas reaction jei;s. Align-
ment is maintained to the spacecraft-sun vectoi , within 0.60
and to the spacecraft-Canopus vector within 0. 4 during the
earth-moon transit phase except for midcourse maneuvers and
descent to the lunar surface.
Spacecraft attitude during midcourse maneuvers and during
the retro engine firing is maintained by three liquid-fueled
vernier rocket engines, which provide thrust in the direction
required for the manet , ver. The spacecraft attitude is
uncontrolled during the final free fall of about 15 feet
(4.92 m) to the lunar surface.
b. Attitude on Lunar Surface
On the surface the attitude is not contrr^lled but the terrain
will be chosen before the mission which, it is hoped, will
:peep the spacecraft longitudinal axis within 15° of lunai^
vertical. The attitude on the surface will not be measured,
except that some information may be available from the imaging
system that will be carried as a part of the spacecraft.
7. Power Supply
Electrical power will be supplied to the instvument pack-
ages at 29 volts d.c. at a peak power limitation of 50 watts
exclusive of start transients. Spacecraft instruments (other
than the previously described imaging system) may utilize 500
watt hours per earth day.
,wring the 2-1/2 earth days on either side of lunar noon at
the landing site these rates are red-aced to 100 watt hours per
earth day maximum. In addition, the high power transmitter
may not be operated for other than brief periods (minutes)
during this 5 day period.
Included in these rates must be 60 watts for all times that
the 10 watt high power transmitter is required for data trans-
mittal and 17 watts for any period that the 0.1 watt low power
,ransmitter is required. Therefore, transmitter power must be
subtracted from the instrument power available as a. function
of the instruments duty cycle.
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8. Tracking
The world-wale Deep Space Network tracking station.,
located at Johannesburg, South Africa, Canberra, Australia,
and Goldstone, California,_ 	 continuously track and maintain
communications With tiie spacecraft during transit and after
lunar landing. These stations operate at S-band frequencies
via 85-foot (26 m.) and 210-foot (64 m.) diameter parabolic
reflector antennas. These :st:ations ,itilize low noise r1aser
receiving systems, phase-locked to the spacecraft tran..-
mitters; they have continuDus command. capabilities over the
spacecraft.'
A 210-foot (64 m.) antenna, Nresently being installed at
Goldstone, California, will b° available in this time period
and could be used for a maximum of 10 hours per earth day.
9. Communications and Spacecraft Data Handling
The spacecraft telecommunications system has two redundant
S-band transmitters and receivers, capable of independent
operation by groun,.i command. The spacecraft receives-decoder
provides command decoding for all spacecraft bus and science
subsystems. The spacecraft provides signal process-.ng for a
limited number of science instrument parameters. Electrical
interfaces between exp ^riments and the spacecraft are handled
by an experiment auxiliary built by the spacecraft contractor
to meet the instruments functional requirements. The weight
required for the auxiliaries must be included in the weight
allowance for the instrument. Any data storage requirements
must be accomplished by the instrument package(s).
The spacecraft will employ 2 onini -dire cti onall antennas and a
single high gain planar array directional antenna. The high-
gain antenna will be used principally to transmit image data
from the spacecraft. The communications system utilizes high
power (10 watt) and low power (0.1 watt) transmitte;,s which
can be coupled to either the high-gain antenna or an omni
antenna.
The following capabilities are available:
a. Command
Total number of commands available for instruments: 96
Command word length: 24 bits
Command bit rate: 48 bits per second
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b. Telemetry
1. General description:
Available bit rates: 17.2, 137.5, 550, 1110,
and 4400 bits per second
Encoding accuracy: 10 bits
Word length: 100 or 50 words, dependent upon
mode
2. F'CM-FM-PM Digital data transmission
Maxi mum hit rate
DSIF Omni Antenna H-gh-Gain Antenna
Antenna Spacecraft Transmitter Space:,raft Transmitter
Output Power Output Power
10 watts ;	 0.1 watts
5 foot	 2 m	 550	 ^-
10 watts	 O.1 watts
- 
^+ off! 	 1100
10 foot	 64m	 4400	 1	 17.2 4400	 440G
c. FM Analog transmission - High-Gain Antenna
r
__—
DSIF Spacecraft Transmitter Output Power
Antenna
watts 0.1 watts
5 foot	 2 m
10 foot ^64m
kcps
220 kc s
2 kcps
15 kc s
10. Ground Data Handling
Ground facilities for data recovery include the
standard Deep Space Network S-nand configuration plus a
Command and Data Handling Console (CDC) and ground image
data system. A-210-foot (64 m) DSIF antenna at Goldstone,
California, and 85-foot (26 m) antennas at Canberra,
Australia, and Johannesburg, South Africa, will be avail-
able for these miszions.
The CDC provides all command encoding and subcarrier
modulation for the up-link with a cc.mriand word rate of 2
per second. The CDC al-,o decomriutat^.s telemetry for limited
local display and. for ofi-site comlauten editir_g and formatting
for transmission to the Space Flight )peration,, Facility at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at Pasaaena, Calif crnia.
The Space Flight Operations Facility provides real and near-
real-time data reduction, driving numerous di ital T'rinters
and analog plotters i,i parallel with raw or reduced data.
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For non-real-time analysis, all incoming data is route% to
a disc file for storage until retrieved for the IF,M 7094
computer analysis.
E. Schedule
Mission h.-N 0-Q
Proposal deadline Oct 10, 196J Nov 12, 1965
Operating prototyp '. l required Aug 1 1 1956 Apr 1, 1967
Flt quality duplicate2 required Oct 1, 1966 June 1, 1967
Flt quality duplicate 3 required Jan 1, 1967 Sip t 1, 1967
First Flt unit required may 1 1 1967 Jan 1. 1968
Notes
1. Operating protot;^pe in flight configuration but not
necessarily using flight-quality components, to be used for
payload subsystem integration testing.
2. Flight-quality duplicate of flight unit for type-approve;
testing.
3. Flight-quality duplicate of flight unit for integration
:_ntr Proof-Test-Model (prototype) spacecraft.
F. Contact
For further information, please contact Mr. Stephen
Dwornik, Surveyor program Scientist, Lunar and Planetary
Office, Code SL, Office of Space Science and Applications,
NASA Headquarters, Wa.shjngton, D. C., 20546,
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TABL"r: 1
LIST 0. :XP RI?L,I+T:i 	 -	 SU^V YOR ^!ISSICIIS F,_T
Pri ncip[!	 T _.vestiEator Experiment TitlP Descric-tion
E. Shoemaker Television Twc, 60^ line survey- cameras
(U.S. Geolcpic Survey) with color and polarization
filtero, for use on lunar
surface.	 One camera for use
during approach.
R. Scott Soil Mechanics Device to measure forces and
(California institute deformations whit° pressing,
of Technoiogzr) dragging, aild dro-aOn€ a clam
shell scoou on lunar 3urface.
S. batterson Touchdown Dynamics Gyros, accelerometers, strain
(Langley Research gages to measure forces be-
Center) tween surface and spececrpft
during landing.
A. Turkevich
	 Alrha-scattering	 Alpha-back-scattP:i.;g :.rd
(University of Chicago)
	 alpna-proton detectors with
pulse eight analyzer, for
surface elemental analysis.
G. Sutton
(Columbia University)
W. 74. Alexander
(Goddard Space Flight
Center)
Seismometer	 Single-axis short-period
seismometer.
Micrometeoroi d	 Acous-cic and thin-film
Eji ecta	 capacitor detectors, with
pulse height analysis.
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TA3LE 2
A:-XHA r ICAL VIBRATIONS
AT BASE OF SURVEY"DIi
 SrACFCP.AF_
Frequency	 L
CPS	 Longitudinal Axis
1 - 5	
-
5 - 50	 1.5
50 - 1500	 1.33
100 - 1500
	 "4.5
Lateral Axis
.275 inch (0.7 cm) displacement 9
zero to 1 .2ak, sine Wave
0.7 zero to peak, sine Wave
1.33 ze_o to peak, sine Wave
4.5 rms, white gauss y ar, noise
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LUNAR OPJ3rra SEiENODE Y PROrRAY
1. Intl oduct' on
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has initiated
an unmanned Lunar Orbiter Program to obtain high resolution photographs
of extended areas of the lunar surface for use in selecting suitable
sites for' future manned landings and selenodetic data to improve our
knowledge of the lunar gra-,ritaticnal field. Five Lunar Orbiter space-
crat^`t are schedLled to be placed in close elliptic orbits about the
moon in the mid -1956 to mid-196? time period.
I1. Lunar Orbiter N,issi.on
A typical Ltu ar Orbiter spacecraft mission will begin at Cape
Kennedy. The spacecraft will be boosted and injected into a 90 hour
tr-aslunar trajectory by an atlas-A6ena launch vehicle. Wh-r.e in
traasit to the moon the spacecraft will maintain its attitude relative
to the sun and the star Canopus and perform one or two midcourse
corrections. Upon its arrival in the vicinity of the moon the spacecraft
will be injected into a loose initial P1.1 iptic orbit about the mom.
Because the exact size, shape, and gravity field of the moon is unknown,
the spacecraft iw- 11 be tracked by the Deep Space Network to accurately
estabii>h the actual orbit. When the lighting conditions are proper,
the spacecraft viii be inserted into a final close-in elliptic orbit
and pass over target areas at low altitude to obta in the lunar surface
photographs. The par^ters of the final orbit wili have acmi nal
apolu^_e, periluue, and inclination values of 1,850 .ism, 46 km, and about
14 degrees respectively.
The active lifetime of the spacecraft in its final orbit vill be
of the order of 12 months. Photographs of the lu-= surface ;rill, be
acquired and transmitted to earth during the first 30 days. During
the remai ning active lifetime of the spacecraft, the Deep Bute Network
w-:.L obtain accurate range and range-irate radio tracking data for usej-- determining the influence of the lunar gravity on the spacecraft's
orbital parameters.
III. L-annr Orbiter Selenodesy	 eriment
A Lunar Orbiter selenodesy experix.-nt wri11 be undertaken Jointly
by a team of investigators at the Langley Research Center and the :let
Propulsion Laboratory. The objective of the Pxper-.iment is the detailed
analysis of the n—iC io trackiug data by means of socbL*:ticated cacTuter
programs to determine the values of the cocCfi_-ients of the higher
harmonics of the lunar gravitational potential.
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iV, Fart iciraticn
is encourace to broad rarticinaticn of eualified scientists
in the Lunar Orbiter Seienedes- : rrgran, the 7.iP.tional Aeronautics
and Space Administraticn rlc.ns to make the selenodesy data available
at the earliest ncssih?G ti p^e for use in selenodesy studies concerned
with such subjects as lunar theory, lunar librations, lunar gravita-
tional field, the spa^e of. the moon, the cuss distribution within
the r:con, the internal structure cf the moon, seier.ograrhp, and the
eriCin of the r.ecr and earth-moor, s;rstem.
Proposals fcr selencdes;; studies ecntributi-nF to a furthering
of knowledge cf one or more of the above cited Subjects are invited.
Deadline for prcrosal submission is Serterber 15, 1965. iiotification
of action taken on the rropcsals will be b,, mid November 1965.
Selected studies ,:roresed by U.S, scientists will be funded under
researc contracts wit:i t^•e investigators' =nstitution. Arranremert
for the sunrort of studies selected from foreign prorosals would to
made between the national sr_ace organization of the pror_.osing scientist's
country and J SA (Office of international Affairs). To insure an integrated
selenodesy prograi of bread scope the investigators will be cal-ed upon
to serve as r..erbers of a selenodesy wcri.ing team which will meet on
occasion tc review and resolve rrcblems of mutual interest and to provide
technical €uiciance and assistance to :iASA on the planning of f1t;:re
Lunar Orbiter -issions.
V.	 Contact
artier irfcrmFtion can be obtained by contacting:
Dr. '!artin J. Swetr.ick
I.aticral Aeronautics and Space Administration
Ccde SL
Washington, D.C. 20.146
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1971. VOYAGER MISSION TO MARS
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has initiated the
Voyager program for the exploration of the planets, utilizing the Saturn-
Centaur launch vehicle. The Voyager spacecraft will be capable of deliv-
ering much larger scientific payloads than have heretofore been possible.
The first operational mission in the series is scheduled for the 1971
Mars opportunity. It is currently planned to place the spacecraft in
orbit about the planet and to land instrumented payloads on the surface.
The primary objective of the 1971 Voyager mission is acquisition of funda-
mental scientific information concerning the planet Mars. This informa-
tion will be directed toward elucidation of the p::ysics and chemistry of
the planet body, surface, atmosphere, and other environmental parameters,
with s pecial emphasis on experiments halving biological relevance. knother
objective is to further our knowledge of the interplanetary medium through
field and/or particle measurements in the space between the orbits of
Earth and Mars.
The Voyager program is conceived as a continuing NASA effort to study
the planets, and is not confined to the 1971 Mars opportunity, nor to
the planet Mars. Subsequent missions to Mars in 1973, 19(5, and beyond,
are planned.
	 Missions to Venus and to the other Dlanets are also under
consideration.
Test flights are planned for the 1969 Mars opportunity. Although the
primary objective of these flights is acquisition of information relative
to space flight technology, some scientific experiments may also be
included. It is intended that whatever experiment complement can be
accommodated during these flights shall be selected from among the avail-
able experiments on a basis of instrument flight readiness and relative
value fror: the standpoint of contribution_ to the 1971 mission.
Proposals for scientific experiments contributing to the objectives cited
above are invited in preliainar^r form with a deadline of August 15, 1965.
Tenta,.ive spacecraft and mission information is provided for this purpose.
Pro•osers of scientific experiments are not required at this time to
rrovide, in firm and final form, all the information regarding their
instrumentation that will ultimately be needed for the evaluation and
selection of the 1971 Voyager payload. Spacecraft acid mission specifica-
tions will be defined further and furnished to potential flight experi-
ienters about September 1, 1965. At that time, complete and final proposals
will be invited with a deedline for submission of November 19, 1965.
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Voyager is planned as the first planetary orbiter and landed capsule
mission in our history. It should be borne in mind that the formidable
technological problems to be surmounted in entering these totally new
areas in the exploration of space necessitate unprecedentedly long lead
tires for spacecraft design, payload design, integration., and testing.
It is for this reason that. prospective experimenters ar ,2 requested to
submit rrelirr.inary -proposals, and that the final proncsal deadlines are
se far in advance of scheduled launch dates.
Preparation and Subm_.^sion of Preliminary Froposals
The preliminary proposals for scientific ex periments to be submitted by
August 15, 1965, will be evaluated for their scientific merit and technol-
ogical feasibility. An assignment to a flight mission other than that
proposed may be mede because of scientific or technical reasons or because
space, weight, and i'or data capacity requiared for the proposed experiment
are not available on the mission for which the investigation was proposed.
The preliminary proposals should contain all of the information requested
in the oasis for Selection of Experiments and in the technical and
management sections of Pror.osal Content which is pertinent and feasible to
include in a preliminar-j document. Proposals from domestic sources should
be submitted in 15 copies, conspicuously indicating that they are proposed
for Voyager 1971, to:
Director, Grants and Research Contracts
Code SC
Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington, D.C. 20546
with a request that they be forwarded imeediately to the Voyager Program
Office, Code SL, Attention Dr. Pobert F. Fellows, Program Scientist (Acting).
^roposals from fcreirn sources s::culd be submitted to the Offic- of
International Affairs.
Detailed information regardirp costs and schedules for experiments are not
required in the preliminary ^ro posals but will be required in the final
proposals, due by N ovemter 19, 1965.
tentative Spacecraft and Landed Capsule Information.
For guidance in preparing the proposr.l, the following tentative information
far the spacecraft and landed capsule is su pplied. i'iis information should
not be construed as representing final design requirements for the Voyager
spacecraft or capsule.
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It will be noted that ranges have been given for many of the capsule
characteristics. Possible capsule capability within such ranges will be
strongly affected by the Martian atmospheric propert ies used for design,
the outcnme of c ,Arrent development programs in a number of areas of capsule
technology, and trade-off consideration that will depend significantly
on the nature of the actual scientific payload selected.
I . Lifetime at Mars (design values)
a. Orbiter: 6 months
b. Capsule: 2 to 3 days
II. Power available to total science payload
a. Orbiter: 50 watts, average, during lifetime
b. Capsule: 25 to 50 watts, average, during lifetime
III.Space available to total science payload
a. Orbiter: 7 cu. ft. (0.2 cu.m.)
b. Capsule: 2 to 4 cu. ft. (.055 to .11 cu-m-)
IV. Data storage
a. Orbiter:
b. Capsule:
V. Data transmi
a. Crbiter:
b. Capsule:
10 8 bits
10 4 to 106 'pits
ssion
1000 bits Isec.,
1/2 to 2 bits/sec. (direct)
10 to 100 bits/sec. (relay)
VI. Weight available to total science payload
a. Orbiter: 200 lbs. (91 kg)
b. Capsule: 50 to 100 lbs. (22.7 to 45.4 kg)
VII.Orbital characteristics
a. Periapsis: 1000 to 4000 km
b. Apoapsis: 6000 to 40000 km
A scan platform or platforms will be provided for orienting orbiter experi-
ments requiring pointing capability. however, unique r_ointing or scanning
requirements are to be provided by the instruments.
Special mounting situations and hardware -ay be *Wade available to meet
the requirements of various kinds of experiments. For example, a r.agnetom-
eter mky require a boom of a length of three to five times the spacecraft
bus main body diaensions. Antennas of up to five times the body dimension
may be provided. Unobstructed look angleo over a hemisphere or greater
of solid angle may be desired for plasma, radiation, and energetic particle
experiments.
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'Weight and pmre figures suggcsted above are for experiment_ o.._y; i.e.,
Se"Asors, directly associated electrGnics, power converters and any
Special mo , :.rtin ,,s required, but not primary power sources, te] emetr;-, or
Data Auto; :scion Equipment.	 -acasurements must be presented
to the DAB =: di bi .al fora. advice and .ssistance in converting analog
,.ut-.. . tc c' „it4i form may be reader ad f NASA. Sample acquisition
eou.i p,-aent
	
cor"un to several expe, iraents, and its weight and power
requii •eme c.s must come out iii the allot._:nts for e)cjeriments.
'V,.: data given above are for general gui lance in the preparation of
prco3sals, u:id are not to be considered definitive ncr re..trfictive.
E;,pa.riments having requirements which deviate from the su_-Cs-;cd space-
craf-v and mission characteristics will be seriously considered, and may
be candidates for inclusion in pGy-- oads of later flights if they can::ot
be accommodated at the 1971 opportunity.
One concept of the spazecraft configurat.ion is shown on page 34.
Conceptual Science Payload
r . _ i'urtlhe-r guidance, score of the types of experiments which are deemed
i:L,,ortant are listed in the follozring section. This list is not exhaustive,
and should not be construed as a limitation. Virtually all information
concerning a planet may have some biological relevance. As a result, we
require a spec.,rum of experiments in physics and chemistry, the results
which :^.ay contribute eventually to a fairly comprehensive description
of a planet rather than e yes or no answer to the question, "Is there life?"
For examrle, physical environmental factors such as the range in surface
temperat 2es and the nature of the atmosphere govern the chemical species
cud reactions which may exist. Deviation:, from inorganic equilibrium, such
as the presence of mixtures of chemical compounds which in the long run
are thermodynamically improbable in the absence of life processes, are
of extreme interest. "'he presence and distribution of atmospheric water
via,,or and of ground water are of crucial importance. The detection and
-^dentifica non of organic compounds in the surface and subsurface materials
may provide vital clueE to the chemistry of extraterrestrial life, extant
or ex-ti.act. Particularly, compounds with functional groups considered
important relative to biochemistry such as hydroxyl, amino, phosphate,
Sulfhydr;,r -, carbonyl, and carboxyl should be sought. The molecule.- weight
rr:.n^e of these compounds may to highly significant. Assessment of
•.::reoisa.:.erism and the predominance of particular stereoisameric species
families of organic compounds would also be of inter ast .
ati:ods -which have already shove promise for such studies include
flucrimietry, spectrophotometry, and gas chrOLatography and mass spectrometr
boti singly a; d in combination.
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Because of she hypothetical nature of our concep ,.,s fc,". ..:rjecifi c experi-
me:.t design, there is a rational basis for consideria" d cct visual
r-bservatiun. Not only would s:.ch observation on a m;-crc scale ul'_ow us
t.o sce, and perhaps to recog	 as such, organisms whic"a have evolved
past the . _icro-or„anismic zzage but it mig,:.t well be crucial in interpret-
ing the results, or lack of them, from other experiments.
M c. Dsco -o_c cJserv-_tions of selec-ced and/or processea samples in both the
visible and infrared are suggested as possible eventual refinements.
C-eneral areas of experiment•,l tion are presented in outli e fora. below:
Martian Orbiter Experiment:.
a. Atmosphere studies (chemical composition, temperature, and pres-
sure and their diurnal variations, scale height, circulation patterns).
a. Planetary studies (gravitational and magnetic ielcs, :.iappinZ in
t:.a -.risible and infrared, topography).
Planetary environment (radiant energy spectrum, cha.,-^d particle
energy and density, micrr-neteoroid flux).
	 -
11. Martian Lander Experiments
a. Atmosphere studies (complete chemic^_l analysis, vertical tempera-
ture and pressure profiles, wind velocities).
'o. Planetary studies (chemical_ composition of crust m:..; !:rial, mineralogy,
seismology, touchdown dynamics, radioactivity).
c. Actinic radiation (flux and energy spectrum of radiant and particu-
i.ate penetration to the surface).
III. Interplanetary Sp,ce Experiments
(cosmic radiation, solar plasma, magnetic fields, micrometeoroid flux).
A I Voy: ^^er 1971 experiments must meet planetary quarantine constraints.
^anded capsule experiments must meet stringent sterilization requirements.
:e :nd assistance i.i meeting sterilization requirements will be
e:.,.ered by NASA to prospective flight experimenters.
.L_, stated earlier, the 1971 Voyager mission is the first in a series, and
be expected to completely accomplish the program objectives.
-A-dvancing technolog y
 and experience will enable the accommodation in later
missions of larger and more comple:r. experiments than are feasible in the
1971 time period. The sooner such experiments are submitted for considera-
tion, the better their prospects for flight at the 1973 and subsequent
opportunities. Therefore, prospective experimenters are urged to submit
proposals even though the probability of their inclusion in the 1971 mission
may seem low.
The generation by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of a
logically expanding program of scientific exploration of the planets will
be facilitated by early guidance from the scientific community regarding
the types ,,f experiments they wish to perform.
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TIP,OS
Introduction
Objective: To utilize the proven design of the basic TLROS spacecraft
with minor modifications as appropriate to gather data primarily for
meteorological purposes. Such uses include the flight testing of ad-
vanced sensors have , potential use in the `IIRGS Operational Satellite
(TOS) System. These censors would be designed primarily 	 mee-^ the
evolutionary requirements for the TOS System; i.e., local as well as
remote coverage of cloud data both day and night. Other uses include
possible singular experiments to fulfill special data requirements of
the meteorological research commurity.
Orbit Considerations: Spacecraft launched for flight test of advanced
sensors for TOS -rail be placed into circular, near-polar, sun synchro-
nous orbits at altitudes cL a:prcximately 750 N.M. (1390 ice).
Other orbits with inclinaticns of L80 and 580 and at altitudes of
approximately 400 N.M. (740 kw) have been flo-.n. Miczions witii other
inclinations and with varicus eccentricities can also be considers-d.
Orbital Lifetime: The ex+)ected lifetime of each satellite is estimated
to be six months; however, lifetimes of one year and more have been
achie •3ec? .
Sr,&cecraft body.
T't_e TIROS satellite is an 18-sided polyhedron resemblin6 an oversi^.Pd
hat box. Tt is 22 inches (0.56 r) high, and tit inches (1.07 m) in
diameter. The majority of the components art-- mounted on a reinforced
baseplate. The nominal w-:ight of the spacecraft with sensors is 235
pounds (1.29 kg). the sensors are normally aligned to view either
through the bottoni of the srececraft, or through the rim of the space-
craf t .
Payload Environment
Since TIROS is not of modular construction, specific size, weight, and
volume restrictions for individual payloads c ^- not be stated. Hcwever,
the over-al.l size of the spacecraft can be used as a guide in consider-
ing potential payloads.
The exvected vibration and shock environments are as follows:
Longitudinal acceleration	 50 g steady stante
Transverse acceleration	 30 g steady state
Vibration in three planes 	 7 g rms, 20 to 2,000 cps
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Te. -erFture control of the spacecraft is accomplished by passive tech-
niques which involve utilization of pro-Der absorptivity emissivity ratio
surfaces and coatings, construction techniques and material selection
that provide a suitable hest flow pattern, and solar cell filters. The
expected temperature variation lies botweer_ 00 C and 500 C.
Accurate e:. Lmates of electrical power available for experiments cannot
be made at this time; however, experimenters may use the over-all power
system description given below as a guide.
Launch Prase
The TIROS satellites will be launched on the basic Delta launch ve:.icle
or an advanced verss::n of the Delta la=ch vehicle.
Stabilization
The present TIROS is spin-stabilized having a spin rate of 9 to 12 rpm.
Attitude determination is accomplished with horizon scanners and through
analyses of received T'J pictures. Attitude control is accomplished with
the use of an attitude control coil energized by the satellite's power
aprly .
Power Sunk
Electrical power is supplied by z.Tir -oximately 9200 solar cells mounted
on the top and sides of the spa ,_ecrait. Tc maintain a continuity of
power, 63 nickel-cadL-sium storage batteries are used. The total average
available potter is 20-watts at 24.5 volts .nominal.
Trac.dng
Two tracking be^cons operating continuously at nominally 136 MC will be
used _'or tracking purposes. The STALLv network will be utilized nor
orbital. determination. Command Data Acgt.isition (CDA) stations located
at Wt.11ops Island, Virginia, and Fairbanks, Alaska, will be used for
prog.-ammi•.q the satellite and for data retrieval.
Commwn i ,^ations
The following; types of transmitters will ba carried aboard the spacecraft:
Tracking and telemetry
	 136 mc, 5C ig
1 Transmitters (2)	 235 MC, 2W
IR Transmitter
	 237 MC, 2W
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The folloving antenna systems may be used;
?'rarsmitting	 -	 Two crossed dipoles fed in gvadrature
Receiving	 -	 Quarter• vra-re monopole
Contact
	
-	 Mr. Michael Garbacz
Program Manager, TIROS/TOS
IJffice of Space Science and Applications
NASA, Washington, D.C., 205V
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N1MBUS
Introduction
Objective: To develop a series of significantly improved octsorological
satellites to provide data for use by mrtcurulogists; to carry out flight
tests tc prove the applicability of the instrumentation; to fulfill
Lpeeiai data requirements of the atmospheric sciences research community
Which can be provided uniquely by this instrumentation functioning as a
space meteorological observatory, and to provide the bases for further
significant technological advances in meteorological satellites for
operational as Well as scientific uses.
Planned Launches: The present Nimbus Program cons' its of four planned
launches ; one of Which, Nimbus 1, was successfully -aunched on August 28,
1964. The reining three will be launched approximately 18 months apart
starting in FY 1966, and will consist of the launch of Nimbus C followed
by Nimbus B and D spacecraft.
Brief General Description: Nimbus is a three-axis, earth-stabilized
spacecraft that wilt_ protiide full earth coverage on a daily basis by
means of a near-polar orbit having an inclination of approximately 800
no the equator. The earth's rotational movement provides the mechanism
for longitudinal coverage while latitudinal coverage is obtained by the
spacecraft's orbital motion. The satellite consists of three major
s0systems--power, stabilization, and the sensory ring which is capable
of accommodating a variety of ad7anced sensors.
Orbital Characteristics: A "high noon" nearly circular 800 retrograde
orbit of approximately 600 to 7 50 N.M. (1110 to 1390 !cm) .
Expected Lifetime: Six to twelve months.
Spacecraft Body:
Structure:
Weight: 830 to 1,250 pound s (376 to 567 kg).
Dimensions: lC feet (3.05 m) higb x 10 feet (3.35 m) wide
with paddles extended; sensory ring, 57 x 13
inches (1.45 x 0.33 m); control housing,
17.25 x 33.28 inches (C.44 x 0.85 M); truss
separator, 48 inches ^1-22 m); solar paddles
(each) 3 x 8 feet (0.91 x 2.44 m).
Viewing Angies
The satellite vill always view the earth at rear
local noon on the sunlit side and near midnight
on the dark side.
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Payload Environment
P sica]_ Characteristics
The sensory ring subsystem is a toroid with a 57 inch (1.45 m)
outside diameter, 40 inch (1.02 m) inside diameter and 13 inch
(0.33 m) depth. The assembled ring structure forms 18 module
centers measuring 8x6x13 inches (20xl5x33 cm). The design *permits
the structurF to accommodate eight different sizes of modules
which can be top or bottom loaded. The structure weight is
approximately 175 pounds (85.5 kg).
Acceleration
Longitudinal	 15 G steady state
Transverse	 3 G steady state
Vibration
Up to 5 G in one direction along the thrust axis and at 0.5 G
in both directions along each of the transverse axes in the
fr.ecuency range of 5 to 2,00G cycles/second.
Temperature Control
The Nimbus design uses both active and passive controls to
achieve a thermal environment in which sensors and experiments
will perform, with a minimum of degradation, for the 6 months'
spacecraft life. The sensory ring subsystem temperature is
stabilized to 25 t loo C.
Launch Phase
Type of Vehicle: Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena
Launch Facility. Western Test Range
Time;	 Approximately midnight
Stabilization
Methods involved in stabilization: Basically t.:e Nimb las active
stabilization and control system employs a rate gyro, three fly
wheels, and eight freon gas nozzles as -;;o:que generators to pro-
vide attitude co?.trol of the spacecraf.. A pheumatic tank located
under the control housing contains the ritrogen gas supply. The
nozzles function to reduce large stabilization errors, while the
fly wheels cowpen:.ata for small errors. It is planned to employ
both active as :ell as passive gravity gradient stabilization
systems in the alvanced Nimbus D spacecraft.
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Location Tae
Power Suppler
_Methods of pow--r generation and storage: Combination of silicon solar
cells and nickel-cadmium storage batter_cs for the first flight space-
craft. The Nimbus B and D spacecraft will be supplied with auxiliary
nuclear power supplies of at least 50 watts' output.
Total capncity at rated volta e andpower: -24.5 V.D.C. ± 2%, 300 watts
average power includes at least 50 watts available from the nuclear
power s;:pply) .
Tracking Stations
Fairbanks, Alaska Data Acquisition Center
E. Grand Forks, N.D. Minitrack
Mojave (Goldstone Lakc) Minitrack
Fort Myers, Florida Minitrack
Quito, Ecuador Minitrack
Antofagasta, Chile Minitrack
St. Johns, Newfoundland Minitrack
Lima., Peru Minitrack
Blossom Point, Maryland Minitrack
Santiago, Chile Minitrack
Winkfield, England Minitrack
Johannesburg, S. Africa Minitrack
Woomera, Australia Minitrack
Rosman, North Carolina Data Acquisition Center
Data Handling
I. , `eteorological and engic.c_. ing data transmitted b.) r Nimbus satellites
will be received az;d processed at the Acquisition Venters and will be
relayed over wideband cDmmunications lines to Goddard Space Flight
Center. Pngiaeering data will be examined both at the Acquisition
UI!,Centers and at G C to deteimine the functional status of the satellites.
Scientific data will be processed Yrith a minimum of delay and made
available to the various experimenters in the format desired by then*.
Where feasible and desirable, the data will be analog form for quick-
look by the experimenter and for the spacecraft evaluation.
Communications
Command Functions
A total of 128 different functions can be commended through this system.
Commands can be transmitted to the sxa.cecrL t, stored ai.d executed up
to twenty-four hours later.
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Antenna Systems
VHF Tracking and telemetry	 4 phased quadraloop anter-na s
S-Ba?ld telemetry	 1 conical spiral antenna
Interrogation	 Folded ground plane on top of
control housing
Transmission System
VHF Tracking and telemetry	 136 MC (Nom); PCM/A:M 350 milliwatts
S-Band telemetry 	 1,705 MC (Nom); FM 4 watts
Experiments
Some of the experiments for the Nimbus Program have already been
selected.
A. Nimbus C
The payload complement for Nimbus C is complete and includes
the following:
1. Advanced Vidicon Cameras
2. Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) :system
3. High Resolution Infrared Radiometer with Direct readout
to APT Ground Stations
4. Digital Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer
B. Nimbus B and D
Amorg the experiments well enough established to be considered
for Nimbus B and D are the following:
1. Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
2. Interrogation, Recording and Location Sys;,em
3. Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer
4. Solar Ultra Violet Experiment
5. Satellite Infrared Spectrometer
6. Microwavi^ Radiometer
7. Sferics
L 'High Resolution Infrared Radiometer
9. Weather Data Relay
10. Cameras (Automat i c Picture Tra.r.smission and Advance
Vidicon Camera System, Dielect'r- r, Tape Camera, Day-
T?ight TV Camera, and Continuous Majljing Cameras).
In addition to the above, it is anticipated that other meteorological
experiments may be accommodated on Nimbus spacecraft in 1967.
For further information ce^tact Dr. Richard Hale-.1, or Y-r. Richard Kee,
Meteorological Program. Division, Office of Space Science and Applica-
tic,_is, NASA, Washington, D.C. 20546.
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INTERROGATION, RECORDING, AND LOCNTIPIG SUBSYSTEM (IRLS)
Introduction
The major objective of .:he IRLS experiment, a subsystem which will be
flown on board the Nimbus series of zpacezraft, is to establish the
feasibility and to fully test out the capability of a satellite to collect
da,;a from sensor platforms, both fixed and moving, which are :.mm.ersed
in the atmosphere and on the earth's surface. A full descript.ton of the
Nimbus series of spacecraft will be found elsewhere in this document.
Brief Description
The IRLS system is designed with the capability of interrogating and
locating the platforms and then rec.rding the data collected by the
sensor platforms. The IRLS, using a programmed approach, will interro-
gate and locate platforms and then store the data. At the proper time,
this data will be read out by CDA stations. It is anticipated that
meteorological data so collected will be useful in numerical weather
prediction and will help the early realization of lo.ig range weather
predictions.
Sensor Platforms
The inclusion of IRLS as an opportunity for experiments is to
encourage the particiration by experimenters and/or government agencies
in the development and distribution of instrumented platforms which will
T,rork with IRLS. Each platform is to include an IFiq transponder for
contact with the satellite. A matching network will be required to pro-
vide input to the ALES transponder.
Experimenters will be required to furnish the complete  platform
including the sensors, the sensor matching network, and IRLS transponder
packaged for the platform environment, and a source of power (10 w con-
tinuous @ -24 v D.C..) which will supply the necessary power for the
IRLS transponder. The IRLS transponders will not be limited to balloon
and buoy application alone, but may also be designed for use on aircraft,
ocean surface vessels, and remote automatic lac.3 stations. The maximum
data bit rate which the IRLS transponder will accept is 1,000 bits/sec.
The input power requirement may be lowered significantly as the design
of the transponder	 optimized.
While the preliminary purpose of this experiment is to collect
rlateorological data, the collection of other data such as oceanographic:
data is not precluded.
For further information, contact Mr. Louis B. C. Fong or Mr. Richard G.
'.Terwilliger, Meteorological Programs Office, Office of Space Science
and Applications, NASA, Washington., D.C. 2051+6.
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X-15A2 RESEARCH AIRPLANE
The X-15A2 research airplane is a modified version of the standard
X-15, which has reached altitudes of 350,000 feet. The newer version will
be above about 200,000 ft. for about two motes.
The X--15 airplane provides a unique vehicle for scientific payloads.
Recovery and immediate availability of the payload.is , of course, provided.
The flights must be made in the vicinity or the NASA Flight Research Center,
Edwards Air Force Base, California, and because of safety and landing
considerations are rest.'.cted to the daylight hours. Flights recur on a
regular basis and., therefore, proposals are acceptable at any time. The
pilot is available on a limited basis to aid the experimenter.
Main Instrument Bay
Vibration
For flight qualification_ experiments woald be sub4ected to vibratioas
of 38, at frequencies between 40 and 150 cps to a double amplitude of 0.036";
at 0.43.g between 10 and 15 cps; and fi;;ally with a double amplitude of 0.08"
at frequencies between 5 and 10 cps. The complete experimental package must
have no naturrl frequencies less than 10 cps.
Shock
The maximum s ocks experienced during normQ.l. 3_andings are as shown
(all dimensions are approximate):
52'
28'
Tail I	 I Nose
	
c.g.	 Instrument
Ray4g	 3z8 	 14g
During the accelerating pr-tion of the flight there is 5g acting verti-
cally on the pilot's seat and -.d perpendicular- to the pilot's backrest.
The airplane structurally is designed to withstand llg on each of the three
mutually perpendicular axes.
Temperature
The instru;u-nt bay which is located aft of the cockpit has doors (flush
with the top of the fuselage) which can be opened or kept closed. In the
open position the instruments should be designed to withstand temperatures
ranging from -70OF to +1600F. If the experiment can be operated with the
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doors always closed then the instrument bay is pressurized with nitrogen
to 31 lbs. psia. and the temperature ranges from -400F to +1300F.
Electric Power
Electric power available to the instrument bay is 115200 volts AC;
three phase: 30-0 cps. The voltage is regulated to within + 1.1 volts and
the frequency to within + 4 cps. 28 volts IC + 4 volts is available and
up to 1000 watts may be available depending upon the particular time
requirement.
Tail Cone Box
The tail cone box is located immediately aft of the vertical tail fin
and. measures about 20" left to right, 19" top to bottom, and 13" front to
back. It is not temperature controlled and there is no internal pressure.
The box is lined with one inch of fiberglas inctll.ation and normally it is
exposed to the elements.
Stable Platform
The airplane is e quipped with a stellar inertial platform employing
an inverted gimbs1 arrangement on a stabilized platform and an automatic
star tracker. A ground support condole forms .part of the system and
provides complete alignment and c!h gck out capability of the system.
Specifically this system contains a three axis gyro stabilized inertial
platform with an optical acquisition and tracking ability capable of
positioning a payload to an accuracy of well within one mimste of arc.
It is designed to operate while exposea to space environments in flight.
Payloads of about 90 lbs. in a volume of 1 3/4 cubic feet are provided
for. The design facilitates placing the payload external to the supporting
gimbals which gives an unobstructed field of view of well over + 900 in
all directions from the central pointing axis. Orientation isfar:.Ltion
is available from synchros located on each of the gimbal axes. These
signals can be used to actuate the vehicle through a suitable control
system or pilot display so that in situations where it is necessary vehicle
orientation with respect to the platform axes can be --ainzained accurately.
Input command channels are available to permit slaving the system to any
master control system. The table platform is located in the main instrument
bay.
For more information on either the X-15A2 or Stable Platform please
contact Mr. Ernest J. Ott, Code SGA, NASA Headquary-ars, Washington, D. C.,
20546.
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CONVAIR 990A RESEARCH AIRPLANE
INTRODUCTIOiy
The Convair 990A is a four-engine, high altitude, lor_g-renge, high
speed Jet transport airplane. It Is effectively a manned laboratory with
the capability of carrying bulky and heavy observational instruments and
equipment for making airborne scientific observations. The aircraft is
based at the NASA Times Research Center, Moffett Field, Califo_ ii a. The
airplane may be flown to and operated frcm sn advanced base nearly any-
where in the world. Depending upon the mission to be flown, ar_d the pay-
loads involved., tae aircra`.`t should be capable of operation from virtually
any airport ;hich normally serves four-engine jet aircraft. The aircraft
time will be used for i,nth space science and aeronautical research pro-
Jects.
4ircraft Body
Overall Characteristics:
The aircraft possesses some basic features, as well as certain modi-
fications which may be valuable for various prosu ,.ctive experiments.
Initial modifications to the airplane have been made to accommodate the
1965 solar eclipse experimentation, and much o` this equipment will be
retained to serve future requirements.
The approximate cabin dimensions, with all seats and equipment re-
moved are: 28.0m(92 feet) long x 3.2x;(10.5 feet) wide x 2.1m(82 inches)
high (for distance from floor to center of observation window, and also
for distance from center of floor to bott,m of air conditioning duct).
Two la-atories, one in either end of the cabin, are instali-^d: one is
to be used as an on-board photographic da.krocm. There are ibout 40
seats -to accommodate the experimenters during take-off, lanC.i..ag and en-
route portions of the flight.
The maximum cruising speed is 1000 Km/hr (620 miles/hr., 540 knots).
The cabin is pressurized to about 2.5 Km (8000 feet) wt,en the aircraft
is at 12-13 Km (40,000-43,000 feet) altitude.
Structural Features and Viewing An les:
Among the airplane featlxres of special importance are the following:
43 passenger windows, right side of cabin; 46 passenger windows,
left side of cabin. Elevation an gle: 140 . Double plexiglas,, untinted;
approximately 25cm (10") wide x 36cm (14") high, and about 50 cm (20")
apart, on cent%rs. Transmissivity cL~ves are available.
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Mr.
 Tim.Lng n :-;te!r_ ennsists of:
`^me-code generator and die ;.al clock with visual readout (a±
coordinato.,'s console) of etso:ite t:me .o milliseconds. This may be
rela;; ed to the experine Zt stations i n any ^f four modes: (1) Tim of dA•,
in hours, m_uia's, .ec"Wnds kzinax-j-coded de.i..:el system contained vi'c. Z a
time flame of c:_e !:econc , carried oa a 1 k,! `_• signal ... interpolation
to 10- sec.; (2 i Pr-railel BCD of hcurs, minutes, seconds, milliseconds, and
0.1 milliseccL3s:, signal levels are ov to 15 v, sr: ;
 capable of driving s
load of ','WOO chmi to Eriitln ; (?) SPr _al time code cjutuut which provide_-
an AM _^Jkc signal ..f about lOv ampli,ude for a Bark and 3.. for a space;
and (4) Pulse : -at.iL mailable at 1, 10, 100 an(d ! JO'/sec., output a l_-
tude cf t v tc 15v. (The reverence for -6--is time coda generator and
clock is an interral osci!-lator accurate to 1 part in 10 .
Contact
Proposals s oul^ ^;e submitted to the Cffice of Grants ar,d Research
Contracts. Finan^_ia: of prorosals and recommendations for air-
craft 
_
flight is t=ie res ponsibility of cognizant KA A programs.
The OSSA representative fog the Convair 990A is +:alarice Dubin,
Code SG, NASA Headquarters, W&shington, D.C. 20546.
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CSSA SCIEVIFIC BALLOON PROGRAM
The Of'f'ice of Space Sciencc and Applications ( 06SA) s •zpports F:
prcgxw of balloon :lights to carry a variety of scieff^;ifi^ instrments
into space . Areas of interest to the GS.SF: are:
1. Ae: ronc,W
?. Solar Physi cs
3. Astroncaw
4. %ergetic Particles and 24agneetic Fields
Micr-ometeoroids anf. Cosmic Dust
6. . Planet;& y Obseinat ions
7. Biclogy
There a--. a wimber of balloon launch sites r^ vai__abl to HASA .=eri-
menters . Sites unde_- vhi cry I" has arraa^vm eats for ba? .icta . launches
and reccriery cperationb tire:
rbrt Church ill, Cansc:3 -- La,ruches conducted during  June -September.
Flin Flan, Canada -- La-,inches c::ncucted &a-ing June-September.
Palestine, Texas -- Launches --orducted all year.
Page, Ar.-.zaia -- Launches, c^.meluc ted_ all year.
If the ::ioove sites are nd,: satjsfacto then NASA can make arrange-
ments for other launch areas i71 the U. S. or in foreign countries. If
the experineaters desire, tze,- mazy conduct their ovz. ballo launches
upon meeting the Federal =via .cn agency and Federal Comminication
Cc-unission approval.
A payload vs a.Iti-,u6- curve fcr various ba.Llocn sizes is shorn in
Figure 1.
Equipment needed for determining ballooa altitude and orientation
aril? be provided. Telemetry equipmer_t can be provided if desired. A
FM/FM telemetr,; syste n is most cam only used.
Proposals should contain a technical description of the experiment
and an outline of its scienti.f-Lc objectives. The present, status of the
r:roposed technology should we discussed, as should any unuz ,, al re quire-
ments ilich the experiment.,laces on the balloct. flight syste.-i. Additional
infonmation sho.al.d inc?ude the niftier of flights, the time period, the
desired launch: site, and in the case of U. S. t xperi.menters, the Needed
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government -furr_i shed equipment. An estimate of the funds regsii -1-1 to
furnish the in , t.rlm^nt and &Palyze the restUting dF.t.a shn,-, l(' '%e included
in the propec ' 1.
For fur.her information conc_rning the scientific balloon program,
please cont.•:.ct Mr. John R. Holtz, Code SGX, Physics and AstroroRr Programs,
kASA Headgi.arters.
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MMNA_'nI0NI,L SATL'tIIIT.IS FOR IONO HEZUC S3'UDIES ISIS
The 1SZ3 sari-s consists of th-ree satellites, ISIS-A, ISLS-B, and
t^ be ]_a ndaed as part, of a Joint Canedian/.US program in iono-
spheri c.: researca. The scientific objective of each satellite in this
series la to obtai-n a coordinated set of ionospheric measarera=s, vita
particular enpias:Ls on the N region, its constitution, structure and
special fee;tut'es. The payload for ISIS A has alivady been selected,
and Canada is expected to provide a Topside So,.:ader fo:- IS.?S-B. Experi-
ments are invited which may appropriate3.3 • be performed in conjunction
with the Topside Sounder on IGIS -F. `L'he Canadian Defence Resrarch '.bard
and ;YA..SA vill review a...id :^valua±e ,tIl the prcposals. A joint IEB/NASA
committee vi_ll make the filial select _on of the supportin*; expermenta.
Highest peLority fcr payloeAl selectIm brill be given to -;.hose exp1_-::in:ents
of n-even capability xhi,,h v. 1. aid in our understanding, of the ionosphere
an' v i.ch are best suited to `.his series of satellites. To ebta:,sc the
me- cimnm vaiuL frun this coordi.-xated series of measuremeats, the p:: incipal
im-estigators trill be expected to make their data mutually ava Bole UA:d
to participate in true meetings ct the ISIS Worki.n:g iZrcxjp before and after
.au-ndu of the spr.cecraft.
In order to be considared for the LSIS-B flight, schedAaed for late
1968, the prqposa z for supporting experiments must be received by
1 January 1966. Propo.^als Originating in tLe U.S. shotil.d be sulaaitted
in ac cordw ::e sr.'.ta procedures autliaed in the Introduction. Since this
is a joint t'aw dian/M prograa:, experimenters in Canada should stmd
thirty { 3)) .(-Pies of Vieir props sal. to the Director, af Physical Research,
Defence Resm _.,h Board, Headquarvers, IND ., Ottava 4., Canada.. Propcsals
from outside -„he U.S. and Caua.da should be submitted to the Office of
Tnt ernation, l ;,f fairs, Code AI, ,IAA A. Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 20546.
Consideration is presen'U.4 beiL% given to an f:.11i1A;ical Orbit,
perigee ?)C, Ira, abogee 4000+ Im, and inclination $0"). Since these
parameter s :may be vRried in. accordance -witlh the needs of the experi-
menters ^)r the results from earlier satelLCtes iu the se:-i.es, prcpoutls
should .Lmta_tn a discussion of optim nu orbital requt e=rts, and acceptable
comprouises. To provide information on soai^ l apprxdxats c.haracteri.stics
for fu',ure MIS satelliteo,, the ISIS-A spee ifi cations ors: given an the
follo%4 ing page.
?or further information please c ua act Mr. J3awc nid Miller, Code SG,
I .SA Tend p.iarters, Washington, D.C. 205+6.
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ISIS A
SEtcllite Characteristics
Orbit
Ai+ogee	 3;JO ± 1000 km
Perigee	 1000 ± 500 km
Inclination	 800 Prograde
Spacecraft Stabilization
Spin stabilized 1 to 3 rev/min
Spacecraft Attitude Sensing
3 axis maGaetoxei.cr
Solar Aspect Sensor
Power Supplies
11,136 n-•on-p 10-1/4% (A.M.0. ) ef'ficien.cy solar cells will
charge ?:iCd batteries.
Operatioi:al time after 1 yeF"-, 4 hours per day (i.e.,  320
ve.rt/hours per day)
!,'ontinuous operation: T-ao consecutive pole-to-pole passes
Command
Multiple tone-digital system.
Programmer
Will permit storage of 5 commands. Each command may be
selected from a group of 10.
^j'ape Recorder
35 kc/s bandwidth. 1 hour record time.
Playback in 12 mins.
Telemetr;
^ J
100 kc/s channel at 136 me/s
50 kc/s channel. at 136 me/s
500 kc/s channel at 400 Lac/s
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UNSr.TiE ULED FJCF,oRM
H~plom-rs are small satellAes designed to carry spaciZic groups
of experiments into , orbits especially selected for the experiments
involved. 7hey are primarily utilized to LoTlore the earth's
atmob7lere, ionosphere, magnetosphere, and the near earth region of
inter 7planetary space. They are also a ployed in international
cooperative program.
These spacecraft can be placed into a variety of eccentric and
circular orbits at incl.inatioL. tuigl.es ranging from polar to very low
inclinations. The Scout, Delte and Agena class launch vehicles will
be utilized to achieve these orbits.
In addition to opportunities for submission of individual experi-
ments for the planned Explorer spacecraft, opportunities also exist
for consideration of experiments whose requirements axe not met by
the presently scheduled 2lights. Investigators a_ p encouraged to
submit proposals of scientific merit and technical feasi f1ity (1)
for exj =.~imet is which have special requirements and 2; for the
design and construction of complete payloads comprised of e..Fct::.caerts
having special requirements. NASA will also give full. ^onsidexyation
to the assignment and dave :.op ent of entire spacecraft by individual
orrani 7_ pt.icz&, in industry, wd by naive- sitiee, NASA field centers,
other government agencies, and foreigL rasea-:ch organizations.
For additional information concerning these projects please contact
Mr. M. J. Aucremame, Program Manager, Explorers and Sounding Rockets,
Physics and Astronogr Programs, Office of Space Science and Applications,
-NASA Headquarters.
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SOUIJDING ROCKET PROGRAM
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is currently
coriAucting research vi.th sounding rockets in the following disciplines:
1. Aeronomy
2. Sular Physics
;. Astronow
4. Ener;7c1,1c Particles and Magnetic Fields
Micrcmeteorites and Cosmic Dust
6. Planetary Observations
7. Biology
The presently available rockets, their perfoi nance c.^pabiI ity, and
the general dimemsions of the corresponding payload ccrr,)artments are
shown in Section I.
Launching sites in the U. S. are shown in Uect.L II, t^lorg with
sites else;nere tahirh po>sibly may be available to i'. S. experimenters
through cooperative international arrangements.
Section III lists flight hardware which can bF: fuzr:ished to U. 5.
experimenters and -%tich may be available to foreign rxperimen-cers as
part of cooperative arrangements.
Proposals should contain a technical descri-Aica of the experiment
and an outline of its scientifi objectives. The present status of the
p_•oposed technology snould. be discussed, as should ,zV unusual require-
ments whic-hL the experiment places on the flight system. Additional
inf rmation should include the number of fli&its, the type of vehicle,
the time period, and the launch site desired, and _. Ile ccxe of U. S
experimenters, the government, -fur.iished equipment ynd. funding requires..
For further information ca the Sounding Rocket Program pleas(' contar:t
Mr. John R. Holtz, Code SGX, NA aA Headquarters, Washington,' D. i'. 20546.
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SEG^''::ON 1
VEHICiS P RFOWNCE CAPABI-.-ITY VD STAIMMDNOSZ Crj3E. .'X'i	 ATIONS
Nike- Caj m
performance Capability
:vet Payload (lbs.) - 25 to
Altitude (Nautical Miles)
::aunu ch Angle - 800
ACCelt-ration (Max g) - 50
1OO
-75 to 7.15
to 76
D=UICN CENTDTITMS .
PW.Load l ^ ent
L. 5-&7 	 1	 I
@7vp
i ,.46 :akin thickaeas
.08
2O3.0
6
-5	 16.0
NCNI-4AT. AVAILWX WILOAD 7WNZ m 2i70 W. Iff. ( 1.W CU.	 )
b.0	 1.2$c?, " I
—4—
34.2
I ^8
I	
'03I (iZTZLATAv)
80.00
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Fike-Apa--ne
Performance _'apabil_ity
Net aylcad bs-) •- 50 to 8("
Altitu0e (Nautical Ailea } - 100 to 132
Launch LnZzlc - 800
facial Acceleratloa (Y-ax 8) - 4 to 140
Payload C=par=ent
3.75	 K.0
^--8—5• r
72.0	 8j .0
I
. 14-6 ski thickness
ilk
. 0 (Mrs)	 2C3. 0 (,Max)
II
6,5	 !	 .16.0
	
NO,,'-U , KIAM-. M-E PAYIAl ,	 = 28;4 CU. IN. (.047 -,U. MEMR,>)
DDILN-,^ ;10'; T_'?Cu
1.2W
6.0
	
^:
!	 —T
34.2	 1	 2.31
J	 28.2
.16
•03(FSM^D)
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R7.8
Acrcbee 150 / 150A
Perform&nce Capability
Net Payload (lbs.) - 100 to 300
Altitude (Nautical Miles) - 88 to 17tra
Launch Angle - 830
Axial Acceleration (t= g) - 7.8 ;-,o :1. 5
Payload Cmpartment
DAENSION 1	 1
31 CALDER
CvIVAL
S&I'MON
1	
2.23
.24
E:,=.L , Y EISTOSIONN T
6o.GC (Max)
	
	 -----^
NOSE EMENSION
1r,.	
L
00 —	 .38	
.3815-00  	 LIA.
NOMSNAL AVAILABLE DAYLOAD VOLIME
(INCA. MM ^'ENST_ONS) - 10.53 M. F.'. : . 297 CU. rOms)
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Argo 11 •4 (javelin)
Pexformance Capability
Net Payload (lbs ) - 50 to 175
Altitude (Nautical Miles) 4 390 to 700
Launch Angle - 800
Axial Acceleration (Max) - 36 g
Payload Compartment
DaMisIOY LtGE'S	 DBUOSION MFRS
7.3
5.2
2. 8 
22.2
I
^L
,^ elU
.13
I	 '
T `
IIL
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Space Available
for Payload
NOMMAL AVAII4 1ME PAYWAD VOLDO s 1.4 CU. F:. (.0110 CU. MMMS)
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DIMENSION INCHES DIMENSION METERS
DSE RADIUS
.038
I
.65
Astrobee 1500
Performance `;apabilit;r
Net Payload (?bS) - 50 to 300
Altitude (Nautical "iles) - 730 to 1750
Launch AnCl-, - 800
Axial Acceleration (Max') - 28 g
Payload Compartrent
26	 !	 .6 6
I
{{
	 i
20.5
	
I	 52
NOMINAL AVAILABLE PAYLOAD VOLUME 6.1 CU. FT.
(.226 CU. METERS)
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Aerobee 350
Performance Carability
'+et Payload (lbs) - 150 to 500
Altitude (Nautical ?Miles) - 175 to 250
Launch Ar.Cle - 880	 T
Axial Acceleration (t`.ax)	 15 €
	
!I
Payload Compartment
0
N OML; L AVAILABLE PAILGAB VOLUNT
15.0 CU. "r'T. ( .425 CU. METERS)
MI
!
CUN
:v
a
II
i^ a
	
I
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-ION II
LAUNCH SITES AND CA.PABI1,ITIES
U. S. - Operated F.anges 	 Viability
Eglin AFB, Florida (possible 	 Nike-Cajun
availability throL.gh USAF	 Nike -Apache
cooperation)
	
Aerobee 150
it.  Churchill, Canada	 Nike-Cajun
?dike A ache
Aerobee 150
Javelin (ARGO D-4)
Pacific Missile RariFe, California 	 Nike-Ca;;un
dlil-ce -Apachie
Javelin_ kARGO D-4)
Journeyman (ARGO D-8)
Wallops Island, Virginia	 Nike-Cajun
Nike-Apache
Aerobee 150A
Javelin (ARGO D-4)
Joa^^eyman (ARGO D-8)
White Sands , New Mexico
	
Aerobee 150
Other ages
In addition, NAS& may be able to arrange Nike-Cajun or Nike-Apache launchings
for U. S. experimenters through int°rnational cooperative arrangements at
locations of scientific interest in the Southern Hemisphere, at the geomagnetic
equator, and at medium and high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere.
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SECTION III
OMM PMTT1V 1 11_CTS"
Telemetry;
1-mlFM telemetry system is most corf^o.ly used. Standard telemetry
packages are available for all vehicles.
Recovery;
Standard land or water recovery systems are available fcr the
Aerobee 150/150A vehicles.
A land recovery design is available for the Nike-Cajun or N.1 1--e-
Apache vehicles.
Po-inting Control;
A standard solar pointing control is avaiiaol.e for the Aerobee
150/150A vehicles.
A standard inertial attitude control system is available for
the Aerobee 150/150A vehicles. This is capac-le of selecting
five targets during one rocket flight with an accurac,^ of approximately
± 20 of arc.
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WNED SPACE SCIENCE PROGRAM
The 'k -ned Spece `science Program is e, sci( %:itific and applications effort to
util _ze ,nd. expand the ca?)ability of man in spL. ^e in fulfillment of the ob-
ject.«es of the NISA. The scientific investigations presently being planned
rang? frca! eb.-ly "piggy-rack" experimeats to extended lunar exploration.
The ;eneral object_ves of the Manned Space Science program may be surm rized
as f )11(,I"F
1. ^o extend the scier_ti ,_c  'knowledge of -the solar system, interstellar
and intergalactic space, Gnd to apply space exploration and operations to
peat= al uses for mankind.
2. [b develor an efficient ant sound scientific rationale for manned -near-
Ee,_ -^':, Lunar, and eventually pa anetary, ex ^'.ora -uion..
3. To establish scientific qua'_ifications for scientist,/astronauts and to
train all flight crew members ii the space sciences, so that they may fIwlly
•zti.li.ze their sensory, manipula ,ive, evaluative, and investigative capabilities
in space.
4. To identify, develop, and fpply scientific equipment and operational
procedures for future manned s pace science investigations.
j. To dev, lop end maintain e broad base for space-related science and
tuchnol p6Zr through participa,ion of other gove~nnental agencies and the
scientific community at lar!,e .
^.. Tn -plan fcr the acquuiFition of the space en--i ronmen_t data needed for
i :,,r.ied sty ce systems engineering design and development ; and to assure the
anaiycis n.nd comi•_.lati.or of these data into appropriate form for engineering
use.
To fulfill  thES3 ob j , .ctives, the Manned Spa^z Science Program is currently
planning scienti fic investigation oppertu;ni,;ies in five mission categories:
I Apollo Earth-Orbital Missions
II Extended Apollo Manned Earth-Orbital Missions
III Apollo Yannea Lunar Landing Missions
IV Extended Apollo Manned Lunar Orbital Missions
V Extended Aib',_lo Manned li r_ar Surface ldssions
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A sunma.?y description of each of these missions is provided below. Moth
the number of scientific experiments permitted and the extent to v Inich the
specification on spacecraft have been defined will be found to vary widely
with the nature and date of the mission.
Specific recommendations concerning some of the missions and procadures for
obtaining additional information on there are given under the appropriate
Licsion descriptions. Scientists are urged to ascuss their interests w-th
the appropriate Manned Space Science Program officials, listed in the
Introduction to this book, before deveioping and submitting fc--mal proposals
for Experiments, in.strLunent development, or supporting research.
Formal proposals for scientific experiments should be submitted in accordance
with the ir.structions in the Introduction of this 'gook and follow Form 1138,
a. b, and c included in the rear of this boob:. hIere additional information
is repaired, it will be states under the appropriate mission description.
Me forwarding 1°tt2r should identii)r the proposal specifically with the
appropriate mission.
Y. APOLLO E'U3PH-QRBMAL
 MISS IONS
A. Introduction
The scii:atific cab ,e wives of these missions are:
1. To apply the unique capabilities of manned earth orbiting flights
to the problems of atmospheric science and technology, earth sciences, earth
resources, communications, and other peaceful applications with high scientific,
ecenommic, and social value.
2. To obtain quantitative data on scientist instrument capabilities
and to provide flight training of crews in order to fu11y exploit the in-
tegrated performance of the combination.
3. To develop aazd ermlay investigative techniques and equipm--nt for
scientific and appl-_-ed purposes.
4. To employ both simple and complex, muti-rurpose experiments to
obtain scientific data in the biosciences, p]k rsical sciences, astronomy and
astrophysics, working outside the Lai.-tub's x;mosphere and in a near-zero
gravity environment.
5. To conduct experim,.r.t ; and tests specid" cally deciguec. to Zevelop
data, techniques and insi;.ameatati.on for f-uture rmanned and unmanned space
missions.
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11-w earliest Apollo Earth-Orbital launchings which can accommodate
exp<;ri.rr.ents are the fourth and fifth flights using Saturn IB launch vehicles.
In these flights, a v c lune of two cubic feet and eighty pounds is be ng
reserved in the Command Pro iule Spacecraft, accessible to the crew for in-
flight experims nts . These flights will be l aune.ied from the Kennedy Space
Center at '(2 de, ree flig"tit animuths with mission durations of 10 to 14 days.
The space veniclt , consisting of the Command Module, Service Module and the
S-IVB stage will b, separated and the Service Module propulsion system will
be used to place tht, Command and Sei.-Tice nodules in a higlher orbit (appro;d-
mately 140 nautical n. l.le circular) . Upon completion of the orbital portion
of the mission, the Se.-vice Module propulsion sys;-em w;li 'he izs-^d to de-o---bit
the space vehicle. The Command Ao ule w-11 re-enter, land, and Le recovered.
B. S-Pacecraft
1. General Descry titn
The Apollo spe.cecraf.`. consists of the Command Mo•-sie ( CM ), Service
Module (SM), and the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) . In Fig-.,re 1, the space-
craft is shorn in its lunar configuration. A brief description of each of
the E:bove moll iles is incluOed in this section to provide a better understandi^.g
o.1 the sp_ --ecraft, its functions, and its usefulness as a vehicle for space-
f:Li G-' it e,.neri.nents.
bea3.use no two Apollo spacecraft v4.11 be identic:0_ in configuration.,
it is extr.eriely difficult to assign: specific spaces that will be available
for st:,wabF_ of scientific equipment can every flight. Therefore, experimen s
will 'be nlacei in many locations throu„hout the spacecraft. Wher i^Itegrating
ex7periment.s ;iato the spacecraft, effort- will be r.r"de 1.10 secure the optimum
lccati:on for success of the n.cperimer_t subJect to constraints of primary
rdssi_c^ .i requirements, safety, weiC,ft control, d fficulty of modifying the
spacecraft, etc.
2. Conrnand Vbdule
a. General_ Description
The Comnsa.nd Module will house t..he crew during all phases of the
mission except when the LF11 is being used actively during the mission. The
CM, shown in Figure 2, will contain crew support systems, displays, control,
equipment requiring direct access by the crew, and all. systems needed for
earfin entry and lan3drg.
The mosules divided into three basic compartments: (1) the
crew compartment, (2) the forward compartment,, and (3) the aft compartment.
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The crew compartment, which comprises the major portion of the
CM, is approximately 365 cubic feet in vo_lt.mie. About 220 cubic feet of this
space is available for j;he crew. This compartment is an _)xygen pressurized
(5 psia.), t:nree-man cal:in that ma.irtains a habitable enviroament for the creel
` -.LriI:g space flight ,-.. The crew compartment contains spAcecraft controls and
(Idsplays, observation windo%s, food. t.•ater, sani tation, &nd silrvival equip-
ment. Thic area contains a.pproxinately -Tree cubic feet for experiment
equirment storage (f;_gur(: 3) .
The fort,ra.rci compar^ment i s located at the apex of the conically
sharLd crew faodul.e. TTlis compartment is un-oressuri?cd, and the cent(:r
portion is cccup-ed by the egress tube to permit the crew „o debal-h from
Ihe spacecraft during fligrt. The ­a.jor portion of the remaining area is
occupied by the earth-landing system.
'The lift compartment is an area. loca"-ed around the Lower rim of
the conical r)dy. This area, also is unpressurized and nct a. !cecsitle to
the crew. It co tair.s the rea-tion control motors, ir..pact attenu::. ;-ion egaii;-
ment, instruunent;ation, and consizmbi n stow&ge.
Pr^.)-Tisions are oeirg made in ',he CM to incorporate a `.c3_entif i.c
?,.:nerimentation kir Lock fo g
 the purpose of exposing certain experiments
to the space enviromiten : outside the mold. line of the CM anal'. returning them
to to 2 oxygen, pressurized crew cGn-oa.rtment without v entirg the crew area.
T:.e Scientific ExrerimentationA r L ck ( see figure 4) will
consist of +hree major assemblies: (:i) the outer ex periment door in the
heat shield structure, (2) the air-lock c.iamber and outer gate, 2.nd (3)
t;:.e experiment canister. The canister, with the experiment inside., will
be removable fi^om th-^ chamber during the boost and re-entry phases to allow
the center couch astronai)t to vrie:r the main instrument Ja.nel .
The CM h3.^ five w-.ndo,;.,:: a general observation -window in the
entrsnce hatch, t- o forward-locking
 .rendezvous windows and two sj.de- observation
windows for hDrizor: and ehrth-lancitzg reference.
TT -.e Comm:,,.;id .Module is designed to provide a suitable ca,ew
enviren„lent for flights up to 14 clays duration during both earth-orbital
a.-Id lUula: m^.ssions. `"he Command Module is the only recovered portion cf
the Apo i le spacecraft on all manned space flights.
b. E^-.neriment Locations in the C=-nand Module
Tne CM compartment for experiment equipment s-towage is shown;
ii-. Figure 3. Spa^e it the Chi readily ac r!essibla to the :..rew is consil.ered
as p ,aium spa.ee. Ap??roximt ,^ly 2.7 cubic feet of such pr.^n un space has
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been reserved for stowage of s^ientific equipment. OnLy experiments re-
quiring the attention of the crew shoul:i utilize this prc niun space.. Yn
plann-ing such experiments, it should bc . recognized that all crew participation
in monitoring scientific equipment will be time phased GTith other crew
duties on a noninterference basis.
The followi.rt, space in the CM may by considered for stowage of
scientific equi.panent for specific miss-.ion.: on a negotiated basis:
1. The space reserved for lithivr. hydroxide cartridges which
ar-e not used for specific fl --Lghts .
2. Spare occupied by Portable Life Support System (PLSS) or_
:missions not requiring one or more PLSS°s.
3. Other to ea. cions , subject to negotiation.
Iii addition to the premium space and the special space available
on certain flights, additional experimentation space can be negotiated with
the incorporation of the Scientific Experimentation Air Lock, Figure 4.
The canister portion of the edr lock will contain the exierinent
with dimensions of approximately 12 inches in length and a di_aneter of 6
inches. The canister design will Y , e dictated by the specific scientific
equipnen, utilizing the air lock.
The air lock mechanism will be incorporated into the side access
hatch of the OM Block II sm-cecraft..
3. Service Moaule
a. General Description
The Service Mod-t:;1 : is an unmanned, unpressurized vehicle which
contains stores and systems *which do not require direct crew accessibility.
TKis module contains the propulsion utilized for inidcourse correction arid
-'nr insertion into and from lunar
 orbit, fuel cells which provide spacecraft
power, radiators for spacecraft cooling, and oxygen and hydrogen supplies.
Any experimental equilment stored in this vehicle would be exposed to the
sur, unCirg space environment and would be available to the crew only by
Extra. Vehicular Activity F,Ii dA) . 17he SM remains attached to the CM through-
out the mission, utitdl it is se parated 'from the CYI just prior to earth
re-entry . The SM is not recovered.
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b. Exxerinent Locations in the Service Module
T,ne Service N4odkle is not accessible to the crew in f"-.ight;
however, there is stowage space available aicund spherical and :y,linda-ical
tarixs. xpe. _eats tff -h need exposure to Vie space environr_ent but neltatr
crew access nor recovery- will generally be loca ed in or on the SM.
Another concept for carrrring e.Yperimen + s i:, the Servica Module
is the installation. of a self-contained experiment cnuipmert pallet in a
segment of the SM. as shown ir_ Figure 5. The SM is divided into six pre-
shaped segments (Sectors I thro ligh VI) and a central tirinel. Sector I is
a 50-degree segment that has been allocated for exp«_rinen.al payloads. A
pallet will be designed to fit into this sector for the p ,.Luxse of accommr-
datirZ a vsriety of experimental iiackages. The pallet krill be em,:pperl with
five rercvable shelves spaced at 20-inch intervals, each capable of carrying
800 poLmds of experimental egipment_ To accommodate very larSe experiments,
the bottom shelf' is des, geed tc swort a single 4, OM-noun.' expert ment with
the upper four shelves rerijved. In orbit, the outside cover for the pallet
could be jettisoned to expose the experiments.
In addition, tti the above expe_iaental payload space, the 11et
will carry its own utilities section composed of cooling , power, communica-
tions, -.nd d-Ia transmissi.n subsystems. iTM:is uompa:,-t:nent will be provided
with a non- jet_isonab'• .e cover so that the i:tiliti es subs 3tam egaipmenC, is
not e:=sed to the space env-rorment. A separate stobil?Zat:_on and . ontrol
system (SGS) for the pallet is no ,_ provided since the April._; Sw pzpears to
be adequate for the vast aia jority of experiments that oul, 1-;-_ : nstaLed in
the pall et area.
4. Lunar ' xC':yr ' it t'o^'1e
a. General Description
The Lunar Excursion Modr-le is designed to aarry t%m men and
required e quipment from 2 •.:.nar orbit to the lunar surface, to prciride support
for the as t.rorai is wail-, o!: the li=r surface, and to return the men and
lunar samples to the C'M./S M ir, iur_ar orbit.
Tre IEV ccrsists of twc stages: (l) the descent stage wri'e'r.
provides the braking-and-hover capability needed for lunar larding, and(2) the ascent stage for return Ito ll:rar orbit. he descent 3tage i^ `manned
and not accessible to 4- 101! crew except during extra vericuisr cperatic!:.
This stage is useful mar e:cperimental pun-poses  only to transport sciLatific
ca_•aipWent to the 1 ,.:.^!ar s;.rlace.
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The ascent stage houses the two cr.enen during lunar operation.;.
Tt provides a pressurized o4,rgen environment, food, bra yer, commxni.cations
equipment.. and envirormen-,I control for the crew for a periocL up to 4C
hours. he ascent stage has the necessary propulsion and guidance to return
the crew from the lunar surface .o lunar orbit and rendezvous -'ith the
Co=ind and Service Modules. Thus ; a%y
 equipment or daia to be returned
from ':he lunar surface must be stored in the ascent stage. Sir,-!e this
vehicle is riot retaine:l on the return journey to earth, all equipment within
the a: gent stage ;.c oe returned to earth must be transferred to `.he 12.1
prior .o lea i-ng lunar orbit.
b. Experiment Locations in the its^a r. hxcurs _—'Iodule
`Tie Lur;ar Excursion 2•4-odule, shown in Figure 6, will have a tutal
of approximately 77 cubic feet of stowage space enroute to the moon- How-
e •er, approxino.zel y
 15 cubic feet of the abo-re ere in the descent stage to
be abandoned on tnn *moon (or in space on nor._unar flights). Approximately
2 cubic f^et o f
 space is available in the ascent stage of LEM. for samples,
film, data recording tapes, cameras, accessories, etc. The sam ples ind
equipment in the ascent stage will be transferred to the CM anu eventually
returned to earth.
The ma.xim7m payload for the ascent stage o_' 104 is 80 pounds.
Since the weight of the two loaded I=ar sample return rontainers will
depend on unknown lunar soil density, the permissible weight of ca.?eras,
films, tapes, etc. cannot be determined. However, if the :ample return
containers reacr. maximum -?i Qh± ; t'he cameras T.ri 11 be left on the moon.
Within the 17 cubic feet of stowage space available in the
descc T and ascent stages of the LEN, Pve--T effort will be made to accommodate
the maximum number of scientific experiments in addition to the primary
lunar mission objectives. :cperime-raters will be encouraged and assisted
by P:ASA in the packaging and m;.niaturizazivu of such experimental equip-
mert to ma) Lmize the benefits and results of the lunar s.lrface experiments.
C. Stabilization
Although the flight attitude of the Corand Module can be controlled,
prime mission req,, ,irements or conflicting experinert requirements may rest_-'_ct
fligh t- attitud.es or the duration of attitude holes. Detailed flight cont
constraints wi.'i l be determined when_ ni-oplsed experiments are evaluated for
technical feasibility.
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D. spacecraft Canabilities & Lnvironmental Considerations
A ruide, known as the Apollo Exneriments Guide, hrs been prerared
which outlines the Ee eral prcceei res, constraints and schedules associ&ted
with the inclusion of scientific experiments in the prorrar. Re^uests for
the guide and an-, further inforratior. on these missions should be directed
to the Director, Manned "'pace Science Fror-rar: (Code SM), r-tt-entior.: Dr. J. F,
Cill, _:A:SA iieadquarters, viPStiinf-ton, D.C. 2`05L6. Attentic:: is invited tc
the ":jchedule	 FiiE,Its and P:orosal Deadlines" at the front of this book.
c_ Experi--ents
:xperiments which already have been accepted for flight or these
missions, include:
1. F roc Otolith flincticn
Ames Research ,;enter
2. Zero SinCie Human Cells
University of Texas
?. Trafped Particles lisyrzetry
,et Propulsion Laboratory
4. X =ay Astronomy
American Science and :Engineering, Inc.
Vicrometecrite Ccliection
Dudley Observatory
6. UV Astronomical Gera Observations
i:ort;,western University
I T_ EY—Tr MED Ar0110 MANNED	 SSI0NS
A. Irtroductic, n
The manned lunar landing rission was established as a hirh priority
national goal in 1961. Since that time, the requisite launch vehicles,
spacecraft and ground fE_ilities have been defined, hardware development
and testing has be-Uri and decs.iied plans are being iv_^ emented to accor._.lish
the lunar landing prior to 1970.
(O
Planning studies bir HAS! and industrial contractors dvrino the past
two years have identified a number of manned space fligiita wtlich could be
accomplished using the Apo?-lo lunar landing system f" )r alternate .
 missions
of four to six weeks in earth orbit, up to 4 weeks in lunar orbit and up
to 2 T-eeks on the lunar surface. These missions could ac ,-,omplish scientific
and technological objectives in many areas and capitalize on the system's
capabilities,
	
represent a significant national asset.
The scientific objectives presently being planned -'oz these missions
are:
1. To determine man's capability to perform scientific W.-d other
useful to-sss over extended periods in orbit.
2. To observe natural phenomena on (in) -ti l e terrestrial, lunar,
and planetary surface (and atiriospheres), and to determine possible useful
economic applications fro suchob^ei .ration.
3. T-, study physical, chemical, and biological processes in the
zero-gravity environment.
4. To study the geophysical env_:rorment at earth-orbital altitudes.
5. To develop operational techniques and technology in preparation
for marsr d exploration. o ' the moon and other planets.
Experimental areas of interest and possible iILstrumentation are:
?. Space Science: biosciences; physical sciences; astronomy and
astrophysics.
2. Earth-oriented -;pplicationo: atmospheric science and technology
(aeronomy-, meteorology, and air poll-.:t'on); ea rth resourcEs survey
and inventory (agrictlture,
	 geology, hydrology,
oceanography, geography, cartography,; com unications and control
services (navigation and traffic r.,ontrol).
The experimenta.l packages will vary greatly from flight to flight
depending ut^or_ experimental reouiremei.-..-s and spacecraft capabilities. Plans
are being developed %rnic^h correlate potential experimental requirements with
the launch vehicle a_zd operational capabilities.
B. Sl acecraf t
The basic Apollo space vehicle is designed for a nominal 14-jay,
3-man space flight mission. By adding expendables and redundant or
alternate components and subsystems, the spacecraft orbital lifetime can be
increascd to approximately 45 da.)s.
 Dinger duration flights are possible,
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either by re-supply Through rendezvous operations or by thc. use of advan.:ed.
subsystems requiring new developments.
The Satu_-n IB launch vehicle 	 4nject.36,500 pow-ds into a 105
n.mi. circular earth orbit in an eastwa: 	 rich from Cape Keni edy . TLe
Saturn V can place approximately 280,000 r „unds into near-earth obit and
over 5U
-
,000 pounds into synchronous orbit.
The Apollo spacecraft, varying in weight from apprr_:x::mately 22,000
pounds to 1061000 pounds depending on mission requirements, will be capable
of providing pressurized and unpressurized payload volume, electrical power,
life support for a 2 or 3 -man crew, data handling a%13 orbiti,l maneuver capi-
biiity to support space flip_bt. experiments. Apollo spacecraft can be launched
or Saturn IR or Saturn V vehicles.
The following Apollo spacecraft configurations can be considered roe
er —th orbital missions:
1. For early missions, the lunar landing configuration, consisting
of the Block II Command and Service Moda?e (CSM) and the Lunar Excursion
Module (IZM), for missions of 14 days dus-.tion.
2. For later missin;-i, the extender? Apollo configu atiom, con-
sisting cf modified spacecraft with. added expendables and subsystems to permit
opel-ations for up to 45 days in earth orbit.
The Command Module (CM) will house a 3-man erev during launch,
orbital flight and re-entry. Tt contains 366 cubic feet of pressL:rized volume
for spacecraft and crew systems, experiment payloads and free volum.e (90 cubic
feet). The basic Apollo CM is designed to return 80 pounds of lunar samples
to earth. In extended Apollo :missions, this might be increased to 250 pounds
for 3-man missions and to 500 pounds f.^r 2-man missions.
The Service Module (SM) contains the main spacecraft propulsion,
attitude control and electrical power systems. One of the six sE!,tors of the
SM is designed to provide 210 cubic feet of uipressurized volume for experiment
payloads. Unpressurized volume in other sectors could also be rmide ^.--railable
for --z-j er-J.r:er_tc, if required. I,o— SM main propulsion system will p1 ov=ide
orbital maneuver and _-etro propulsion for the CM.
The basic Apollo LEM consists of two stages: an Ascent Stage to
house a two-marn, crew and to provide propulsion for launch from the lunar
surface to rendezvous in lunar orbit wiih the CSM; and a Descent Stage with
adequate propulsion to permit a soft lunar landing from lunar orb-'-t for the
LEM and crew.
rr-
The LEM Ascent Stage contains 243 cubic feet of pressurized volume
of which 122 cuoic feet is available in the basic LEM design for experiments
and crew work area. The LEM Descent Stage has provisions internally for 15
cubic feet of unpressurized volume for experiments. The LEM propulsion
systems can be used in earth crbit to supplement the main SM engine for
velocity changEs to the comtined CSM/LEM or for independent orbital maneuvers
of the LEM. If the LEM descent propulsion system is not required for a
particular mission, its removal makes available 1,500 cubic feet of unpressur-
ized volume within the Descent Stage structure for mounting experiments.
The prossu ized volume for experime0s in the CM and LEM Ascent
Stage is suitable for shirtsleeve operations by the crew. The unpressurized
experiment areas in the SM and LE*„ Descent Stage are accessible to the crew
during extra-vehicular operations. Both the CM and the L A M Ascent Stage
have access hatches and multiple repressurination capabilities for use in
extra-vehicular operations.
The Apollo spacecraft will provide a base level of volume, electrical
power, environment control, stabilization, data management, communications
and life support for nominal experiment requiremen'.:. Experiment demanis
beyond these base levels can be provided by mission unique equipment within
payload weight and voliune limits. In addition to supporting crews and
experiments on single-launch mi_ ions, the Apollo space vehicle can be used
to ferry men and supplies for rendezvous with previously launched spacecraft.
The basis: lam` Ascent Stage nay be used as a LEM Laboratory on
extended Apollo missions. Removal of subsystems uniquely required for the
lunar landing mission could provide 247 cubic feet of pressurized volume in
the LEM laboratory. Additional life support, electrical power and environment
control_ systems could be installed internally or externally to support mission
experiments.
For missions not re quiring the LEM Descent Stage, a structural rack
could be provided to support the LEM Laboratory within the Spacecraft LEM
Adapter (SLA) during launch. Experiments or support equipment not requiring
pressurized environment could be mounted on this rack within the volume
(3,009 cubic feet) and weight limits for the mission.
'ror missions during which the CSM and LEM remain attached, the CM
would be used as the basic crew living quarters and as a, center for mission
control and communications functions; the LEM Laboratory would be used
primarily as an experiment module.
In missions which do not require the LEM, as much as 5,000 cubic
feet of unpressurized volume could be available for large experiments within
the Spacecraft LEM Adapter. This volume could accommodate such payloads as
large telescopes or erectable antennas to be deployed and 3perated by the crew
during extra-vehicular operations.
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The Saturn Instrument Unit, moun,-ed during launch between the S-IVB
stage and the SLA, could be used to support orbital experiments with its
electrical power, data management and communications systems in addition to
those provided in the spacecraft.
The structural and dynaLnic interface between the spacecraft and
launch vehicle for all. Extended Apollo missions will be within the specifi-
cations for the basic Apollo launches. No new facilities and no launch
vehicle modifications will be required.
The table cn the following page summarizes the earth orbital r.ission
capabilities.
C. Spacecraft Capabilities and Environmental Cclsid°ration
A guide, known as the Extended Apollo Capabilities for Experiments,
darted July 1)55, has been prepared which ou-slines the spa-e vehicles and earth
based facilities to support the scientific experiments in che program.
Requests for the guide and any furuher information on these *nissior> should be
directed to the Director, Manned S pace Science Programs (Code SM), Attention:
Dr. L'. C. Badgley, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 20546. Attention is
invited to the "Sched-i.Lle of Flights and Proposal Deadlines" at the front of
this book.
III. APOLLO MA-M ED LUjNPR LAND T-Z MISSIONS
A.	 Scientii:., .c Objectives
Overall:
1. Observations of natural phenomena including macro and micro-
structure and composition
2. Collection of representative samples (for rrLalysis on Earth)
3. Emplacement of m-nil'oring equipment
Specific Objectives:
1. The study of t-ae surface and near-siuface features and. chemical
composition of the moon by geological and geochemical techniques
2. The study of the interior and core of the moon and its,
gravitational and magnetic fields by geophysical methods
3. The study of the lunar a6mos_Ihe.e or lack of it
4. The -earth for living matter or proto-organic matte7 on the
moon.
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B. Experimental Areas and Instrumentation
Planned experimental areas:
1. obtain "rock" samples
2. Visual/photoara-phi(- reconnaissance from space vehicle (LEM)
3. Brief astronaut traverse With camera, TV, Jacob's staff, and
hand geologic tools
4. Emplacement of small "geophys' ,1 " package(s) possibly
containing:
a. Passive seismometer (3-axis
b. Magnetometer (3-axis)
c. Gravimeter
d. Mass spectrometer
e. Temperature probes
f. Geopl.ones and mortar (active seismology)
g. MicrometPorcid detector
h. Radiation and charged-particle detector
Four types of inGtrumentation will be eirplcyed:
It ^r.i
1. Containers fog ln.?ar saiLples
(Return 8C; pounds of samples)
2. Operational equipment in LLI
3. Jacob's staff, caonera, t&nd tools, etc.
4. Geologi.al stay-behind package
( 50 watts of power)
Estimated Weight
10-15 lbs.
(Ssmple weight 80 lbs.)
Not prirt of e; periments
allowance
80 lbs.
150 lbs.
-6
C.acecra.ft
.__^__
The Apo--,-lc Command, Service and Lunar Excursion Modules described
in Section I ; above:, are also applicable to these missions.
The Lunar Excursion Module (LEM), Figure 6, which w3.li carry two
Kp-110 astronauts to and from the moon's sw-facc, will have approximately
17 cubic feet of -storage space fcr 250 earth-pounds of scientific . equipment
for transfer to tae moon's s rfac: Since changes in spacecraft ca_r. ability
can be expected n any systems deve~lopiuent program, such as Apollo, a flexible
payload is L.eeded to assure the bast utilization of the capabilit y for each
mission. NASA. plans, therefore, to approve irvestigation5 ror fli.get in a
genera:)_ sense ar.d make assign-rents to specific flights as conditions permit.
The monitoring instruments are required to have a life of at least
one y^ar. They , will share a common p;7wer srpnly (estimated at 50 watts) and
tel cmetiy syst :=. Limited ccm nand capabl'Itty will be maintained after: the
astronauts leave the lunar surface.
The estimated 17 cubic feet avai i .abl e for ecien^_ fic equipment is
divided between the descent stage (15 cubic feet) which is to be emplaced
on tho moon ax-A only 2 cubic feet in the ascent stage for :^ventua)_ return- to
earth. These 2 cabi^: feet axe reserved for lunar samples. However, n
addi- -dcnal 1. rabic foot (made up of various small spaces) may be availacle
for other equ.jueni, return.
D. Contact
Ecienti:ts interested in submi:^ting yroposals for on--site lunar
ex-perimen ,s and/or the stu-ty of returned lunar samples shotf d write for
fui•ther Liform Lion to the Dirtztor, Manned Sj)ace SAence Program (Code SIM),
Attten;ior.: Mr. E. M. Davin, NASA Hedd.Taaters, Washing .ca, D. C. 2,)546.
Atte ntia.i is called to the "Schedule of Fligi^ts and Proposal Dea_.d? -*.-cs" at
the front of this book.
1V. EXTEVIM A:")LIA MOMD LUNAP-ORBl'PAT MiMIONS
A. Scient:Lfic Objectives
i. To provIie geological anO. topographical xuapp ilig ald sar'vey ele6a
over tihe entire Luna:: surface in a syst = cUc a.2d synprcic manner using a
soph.Lsticated array of remote sensors operating in several parts of the
frequency ;y F ctrum.
2. To prG—Lde data for selection of landing sites, axeas of ground
exploration, a,?d lunar bases.
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3. To provicte detailed geological and. geophysical_ support to the-
lunar surface explorations.
4. To provide operational support fc:- lunar surface explorations:
communications, navigation, and research/rc.cue assi-.tance.
5. To lay groundwork for future manned planetary orbital flights.
3. Experimental Areas and Instrumentation
Photographic Investigation	 Topographical and geological mapping
IR Surveying	 Thermal mapping, surface and subsurface
Passive Microwave Experiments 	 If 	 "
	
t 
Radio Frequency Reflectivity
Radar, Altimetry and Surface
State
UV Absorption and Luminescence
X-Ray Fluorescence
Gamma-Ray Mapping
Remote Geochemical Sensing
Micrometeorice Experiment
SubSurface dielectric constant &. con-
ductivity
Tectonic mappi.ig
Surfa.c° composition
If	 h
11	 ,'
Particle 'lux at altitude
The experimental. package(c) are envisioned to consist of mapping and
multispeetral cameras; IR spectrometer; multi-channel microwave radiometer
imaging s-. rstem; VHF active use ^quipment; multi-frequency radar; passive or
active W sensing system; soft x-ray counter; gamma ray spectrometer; passive
optical (geochemical) instrument; micrometeorite collection system, with scope;
and gravity gradiometer.
C. . Spacecraft Capabilities
The instrumentation a.iid spacecraft capabilit i es for these missions
are generally similar to those described in Section H.
These mission trajectory profiles will be a lunar orbit with inclina-
tion from 0 0 . probably to 90 0 , at orbital altitudes of 20 to 1.50 nautical
miles.
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D.	 Contact
Incuiries should "e addressed to the Director, Manned Space Science
Programs (code SM), Attcn.t.ioa: C'r. P. C. Badgley, NASA Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. 20546. Attention is called to the "Schedule cf Flights and
Proposed Deadlines" at thu front of this book.
V. EXTENDED APOLLO MAPTNELD LUNAR SURFACE MISSIONS
A.	 Scientific Objectives
1. To observe natural phenomena, to collect rEpresentative samples,
and to emplace geophysical instruments.
2. To obtain subsurface samples and to conduct subsurface experiments.
3. To conduct initial ev_e-iments using the moon as a space platform.
4. To conduct exploration traverses covering several hundreds of
square kilometers.
B. Experimental Areas and Instrumentation
1. Refined electrical, thermal, sonic, and radio-active measurements
could be made in situ. Samples can be collected both on the surface and down
to 30 meters 'by drilling. Preliminary sarniole analysis cou d. be carried out.
2. Geophysical instrument packages can be deployed for long-terms
sr•udy of the lunar environment.
3. Sites w,-^.Ld be c?zosen to provide "ground-truth" support for the
orbital sw°veys .
4. Small radio astronomy arrays may be emplaced and initial. experime.;.ts
conducted. A renote operation capability would be required.
5. A sma -1.1 optical telescope system (perhaps up to 40") could be
dept^yep_ for initial experimenta tun. The telescope would be expected 'to
operate .remotely after astronaut departure.
o. Soil mechanics measurements would be made: e.g., penetrometer,
shear, ccmpression, and consolidation tests.
7. Environmental measurt=dents would be continued: e.g., radia.1on,
micrometecroids and atraospheric investigations-
8. Geological and geophysical surveys could be conducted on short
traverses (-:p to 1.6 km) using a small roving vehicle.
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It Is expected that some of the equipment would be employed for multiple
p==oses . The basic scient' fi.c ins tz-umen',s are estimated to weigh on the
order of 1,000 pour_ds per flight with a power requirement of 500 to 1,000
watts. However, large pieces of equipment, like the drill, emplaced geo-
nhy_ i._al package, and the astroncmical exper-imcnts could not be carried
simultaneously and will require careful flight mission planning.
C. Spacecraft
Extended Apollo systems, using modification= of the LEM and CSM
as described in Section II.
D. Faylcad
Total: To be determined
Scientific: 1,000 to 2, 500 pounds estimated
E. Launch Phase
aur_ch Veh= cle: Saturn. V. Two launches per mission are Fla.n_ned
Nii: si er. Alode and Sites: Two basic types of lunar so-rface opem :.ions
appear feasible. One wo•.ild employ roving vehicle(s) with potential traverse
radii of 3 to 10 miles. The other type would be a s;,atiUUaxy sholter for
var_ous scientific investigations lasting up to iL days. The sites for these
act_v,ties have not been selected, but possibilities include a rifle complex
(Hycinu., Y ;he ir_terier of a crater (e.g., Alphonsus, Archimedes), highlands;
the —ma r.ea plain of P1: uo, and the fa-I. - side.
.J1LT'at 10II
Up to 14 days
G. :lumber of Flights and Time Period
4 to 6 lunar surface mi-sicns in the 1970 to 1973 time period
H. CommuricationsiData nzndling/TracYi ng
The ?!armed Space Flight Net would be e,npl-)yed. While the twn
astronauts are on the surface, much of :the scientific data might be recorded
for later compressed tr-ansmission. Approximately 250 pounds of samples could
be returned with the crew. Selected film foey ag, (e.g., optical astronomical
photographs) would also be returned. Landing(s) on the far side may entail
transmissions relayed by a lunar orbiter or the CSM.
The geo1og4 ca 1 F;eephssicai and astronomical 'stay-behind" experiments
would place additional red uiremants fof periodic data and corunand transmissions.
De:=ils have not yet been investigated.
8o
Close collaboration is envisioned with earth-based scientists. It
is expected that the scientist/astronauts will re quire consultation for
possible changes in exploration or measurement plans during the course of
+ ne missions.
I.	 Contact
The Manned Space Science Program is conducting an! sponsoring the
study and research necessary to determine the scientific investigations to
be conducted on the moon following the early Apollo missions. This work
covers requirements for exploration of the moon itself and, in a0ition_,
experiments and investigations using _`.tie moon as a base for further exploration
of the universe. Scientists are urged to discuss their interests with Manned
Space Science program officials before deJel;.ping and surmit`cing formal
proposals for experiments, instrument development, or so,orting research.
Inquiries should t= addressed to the Director, Manned Space Science Programs
(Code SM), Attention: Dr. R. J. Allenby, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D-C.
20546. Attention is called to the "Schedule of Flights and Froposed
Deadlines' at the front of this book.
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Figure 4. Command Mcluie, Block I, Air Lock Experiment Configuration
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(Attach additional skeet ♦ if necee+cvy, identi/yind itee.e by aueber.)
NASA Foltm 111$o AUG 64 	 ♦AOti 1 OF •
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2. 7TATC o r
 
• IILt[MT :[V[LO'Y[RT IM TM[ FIELD!	 -_
(AcsacA &Jdiaoa •itch V rcetsa7, Ue"If7i+K ;Same by Aalik'.i
NA-th. !OkM U330 A^JG V	 --_'_•	 ••	 ♦ J G[ 2 Dd'
E_ SNECtFv PAkAMF'LiS TO N[ MCA4URE0 INCLJOING NUMLIRiCAL VALUE! EXPECT[D FNOOUT!_INE IMF AFSEARCN PROGRAM.
(A1acA m"Atiom a sbeeu it n eceeecry, Wa pAgTiw[ iiaeu 6Y movAes.)
4ASA Fi)RX 113& AUG 94 	 - —	 — PAGE n cr c
93
C PRESENT AN ANALYSIS 01 THE PER/ORNANC£ OF ' HE PROPO_EO kXP£RIWEN T (e.g., dy-, mr4,, signs' w vise -Wio, etc.)
AUScA odditiasai eAA Ctc if wcetrarT, idrwtijyww item, by w+wber,)
NASA FORM 115,'ko	 Auc w	 PACE • Cl ;- a
31L
S. DISCUSS ME METHOD OR PCSSIDLE METHODS FOR T y E AHALYStS AND INTER P RETATION OF TN! DATA (e.g.. tF.e stattatical ml aa-y
(Aaach addiri"al shaves if wacaaaarr Naasi(yiw trews b y Mw►a.)
NASA FORM 11584 AUG Sa	 °AOe a Of a
95
6. DESCRIBE THE EXPERIMENTAL MOCEDURE TAKING INTO COY.31DERAT:ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND ORBITAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE SPACECRAFT. INC.UOF ANY CO24STRAINTS ON SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE. POINTING ACCURACY. AND STABILITY EXPL,i.IN
WKY THE ASTRONAUT IS NE:EStARY TO THE PERTORMANCE 9F THIS EXPERIMIENT. DEiCRIME IN DE TAIL OPERATIONS I 'XQFORM-
ED BY THE AS T ROHAUT ANTI TIME CONSUMED DURING EACH OPERATIJM. (Incliuo :849CA ofd" L" spwecraR mass Sold c Ei's. aul-
tad r.;
(AtsocA a&Uijorrrol sk-a. rr ascessarY, iderdihiv itss 6Y u:ws•../
NASA FORM !138c AUG 64	 PAVE 6 O
^.	 ASTRONAUT TIME REQUIREMENT SYNOPSIS
PREFLIGHT TIME
	 I	 IN-FLIGHT TIME	 I	 POSTFLIGHT TIME
S. DESCRIBE THE PREFLIGHT AND POSTFLNHT REQJ ' REMFMTS ON THE ASTRONAUT
(Attach additional shee rs if weestary. ides zMyw it,+ s by numbers./
NASA FORM 1138c AUG 64
	 PACE ? OF 6
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9.	 CUSS PREFLIGHT AND RECOVERY FACILITIES NEQUIRED AND DATA HANDLING PROCEDURES
(Attach as iticaal sheets if necessary. adenti!Ying items by luwber.I
14ASA FORM 11380	 AUG 64	 PAGE a OF M
np
ENGINEERING INFORMATION AND PROGRAM PLAT - PART II
I . DESCRIPT;ON OF EQUIPMENT (Sketch major assenblte.. to Item 5.)
(Attach addifwaal sheets if necessary, identifying it— by nanber.)
2: nESCRIBE SPACECRAFT MCOIFICATiONS REQUIRED FOR ACCOMODATION OF EQUIPMENT. INDICATE PREFERRED MOUNTING
CONFIGURATION HERE OR IN ITEMS
(.'a ttach addit ional sheer: ij necessay, .dentifying items by ni&mber.l
N+.SA F0RJA I138b AUG FA	 PAGE I OF 6
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3.	 WEIGHT	 1 4.	 VOLUME
TOTAL WE I GHT , i	 1'OTA _ VOLUMEt
WEI , ;HT OF SEPARATE ASSEM'3LIES (!f any)	 VOLI.ME )F SEPARATE ASSEUBLIES (!f en7)
ASSEMBLY 61	
1	 ASSEMBLY tit
ASSEMBLY ►2	 i	 ASSEMBLY e2
ASSFM LY f3	 ASSEMBLY 87
S. ENVELOPE (Sketch each aasee3ty (Desiew4c 1. ° or 3) indicate aos.8tal aid Ummitisj valves of each sa/or diawn+ion.)
(Attach addl:ionai sheet; if veesssc , y. ide,tify Gv teen. by m.n>sr.)
NASA FORM I13QLS AL--- bl 	 PAGE 2 OF S
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6-	 POMIR
^._-- _ 
--- STANDBY	 -	 - ---	 AVERAGE -_-	 -	 MAXIMUM	 -	 -- ---
- -- - -	 -TOTAL POIhER
POWER CONSUMED 0Y SEPARATE: ASSEMBLIES
---	 -.	 ------
ASSEMBLY 01 MA%IMUM
-1}-
STANDBY AYERA OE
	 -------'
ASSEMBLY K2
AVERAGE MAXIMUMSTANDBY
STANDBY AVERAGE MAXIMUM--
IF POWER CONSUMPTION 15 NOT CONSTAN 7. !°^ , GATE POWER PROFILES :SLOW:
(.Attach additional sheets if neces:wy, identifying items by number.)
THERMAL CONSTRAINTS
OPERATING TEMPE RA TURE LIM'TS OF EACH ASSEMBLY
MINIMUM _	 —_.	 _ 
ASSEMBLY st 	 0C
	
eC
MINIM;IM	 MAX IMUM
ASSEMBLY 92	 OC
	 17C
MINIMUM
ASSEMBLY A?	 0C	 0.
STGRAGE TEMPERATURE LIMITS OF EACH ASSEMBLY
MINIMUM
ASSEMBLY 01 0
MAXIMUM
^C
- -- -----	 MINIMUM 	 ---
ASSEMBLY 92
-	 -
0C
---a-MAXIMUM O	 --C
--- ---- -- -	 ---	 --	 MINIMUM -
SSEMBLY K]A LY
-
	- t
-- --
0
-	 ---	 MAXIMUM	 --	 - --	 --	 --	 --
0
OTHER THERMAL CONSTRAINTS
NASA FORM 11385 AuG N
	 PAGE ] OF 6
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e. OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS (List anv renaming wnshaints such cs preferred or proMbitei orientation ofassemblies with
-espect to direction of r. trnum uibru,ion and acceleration, susr:eptibili'y to RF(, etc.)
(,attach addAional sheets if necessary, identifying items by number.)
NASA FORM 11381 AUG 64	 PAC:£ • OF 6
ZV^
MAXIMUM BIT PATE
(DiSI614L V(Y)
MINIMUM FREQU!-NCY
P ESPONSE
(Analog only)
9•	 TELEMETRY
OUTPUT 	 OUTPUT' 2	 OUI PUT 9	 OUTPUT 4
FUNCTION
MUST MEASUREMENT
BE CONTINUOUS
MINIMUM NUMBER
OF iAMPLES Pf;l
SECCHO
ACCURACY OF
MEASUREMENT
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
(Attach additional she -ts if necessary, idt,% I ifyine items by mumber.)
NASA FORM 11386 AUG &4	 PAGE 5 OF 6
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IQ.	 DEYlL0PrLfNTAL PROGRAM
ITEM	 .HIRE PERFORMED
	 BEGINNING DATE COW-LETION DATE
O RE I_INlNARY E' EC7RICAL OESIGi
i
I	 1
PRfLIMiNARY M_°CHANICAL CE!!GN
PR EL IYI NAPS -Of'--K UP
F ASPVCA T I ON	 (	 if	
I
FINAL ELEC T RICAL 'DESIGN
1
FINAL MECH 4w rAl
 LEAGIi
EXACT t&CMAMtCAL MOCK UP	 I	 —	 1
L"CXSTRUC i r0A
1
PROTOTYPI. FARRICATr.:N	 i
P.RCTOT'fP'E F_XVIKONNENTAL TEST
I
FLIGHT UNFT FABRICATION
1
FLICMT UNIT ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
1
FL GMT SPARE FABRICATION	 -
I
F'.'GMT SPA ?< ENYWRONMENTAL
	 I	 i
T: ST	 1
NASA FORM 1;38a AUG 6-	 M	 PAGE E OF d
3-c4
I. PillW-_IPAL INVESTIGATOR'S RO!
^—	 ,For He..dgmmtrs rut or!y.)
A+ANAGEMENT PLAN - PART IN	 DATE RECHIVED BY SN
T'-__ nc F1 RERIY. AT
SPONSORING INSTITUTION
	 I AOr-,ESS
t
1 •
	 RESPONSIBILITIES
INDIVIDUAL
	
::AnE 
	
ADDRE::£
A. RESPONSIBLE ADYi"STRATOA
	
i
0, oP t !tC:a ♦ L fNV cST. :GATGR
C. CO-INVEST!GATOR!S)
E. ArSPONa161LITIES OF O •f NER KEY PERSONS
(Attack o"itioru! s.Sscts if accessary, ideuijrma it-as 3y
NASA FORM 1138c ALI G 64	 __—	
^	
PACE I OF 1
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COST BREAKDOWN
4t.ach a t i.eet !or sheets! giving the costs of the experiment jor chick %45A support ulil be rrquirrd, in the foiloui;d format,
and to the detail specified. Seearate csst breat 'ouns should be submitted to-the r ree pheses of experiment funding shown
to Item 3, • 'Quarterly funding Rr7u, e-ents'•.
	ITEM	 I	 AtMunT
(]IR ECT LAB( _epoate '. Lab- Caieiorv: R_e per halo or man—=A; Persorvtel w:ala•ed, chat the.	 ^	 -
sslt do, etc.)
MANUFACTURING III-AVEN f0.er4ead!
	 RATE i	 SJ
'Flight wren—t, + -.7:r -ill be slpported b. .-e _..cgs rather As grants.)
MATE.2tAL5 (rota!) 18dt of Xawe d, uclediag esrxed cost of each .raja, acm)
SUBCONTRACTS 1L ss1 .hose over 815,000) /Specify :he vendor of twss(ble, cnd the kat Is for the estimated
cost_!
SPEC IA L ECU + -WE N 7 aTotalt (List n! la k eq(upwent, proposed asrq and estimated east.)
TRA •. E: fEsti. area nsmber o! tadivIi" trips. 2rat:ata: aoas, -d costs,
ANN OTHER ITEMS ,?omi t r£ylaia iA detail sit tier to the abnce.l
TOTAL COSTS	 cJ
GEXE a AL AND ACMIN!S- q ATIVo	 RATE !
TOTAL ES' t.MATED COST	 E
Fxpe.uneate :s :.J: request to c, aCuet toe 
--
, Posed experiment- a^ an eztensian of an ezt_ :nLt grant or ec.stract, shouid its( the
grant or contract ahireer and :Jkc frame and address of the NASA technical monitor belos.,.
GRANT OR CONTRACT NO. 	 NAME AMC ADORCZ OF NASA TECNN I CA L MONITOR
NASA FORM 1138c	 AUG 64	 PAGE 1 OF 3
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